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The Vaca Muerta Shale in the Neuquen Basin of Argentina is a world class shale reservoir
still in the early stages of development. With thickness of 500 m, TOC of up to 14% and
estimated recoverable reserves of 16 billion barrels of oil and 308 TCF of gas (EIA, 2015),
the Vaca Muerta is extremely promising geologically. However, a lack of initial investment
still makes oil and gas development more expensive in Argentina than in comparable US
shale plays. Geophysical techniques can help improve the understanding of the Vaca Muerta
and reduce uncertainty, making substantial investments to reduce cost through large scale
development less risky.
A 3D-3C multicomponent seismic survey was acquired in the Neuquen Basin in 2016.
This survey is the first known 3D multicomponent survey acquired over the Vaca Muerta
and can help determine if multicomponent seismic data adds value for development of wells
landed in the Vaca Muerta Shale. Challenges were experienced both in the acquisition
and processing of this survey and are discussed to help future projects avoid these pitfalls.
The acquisition was designed for P-waves and was azimuth limited at far offsets since shots
were, in general, in the North. Azimuths and offsets were limited even more due to receiver
dropouts in the South.
A comparison of seismic inversion products for P-impedance, S-Impedance and density
between the new multicomponent survey, a legacy 3D seismic survey, and a modern wide-
azimuth survey over the same area are used to illustrate how the acquisition of the new
survey changed our understanding of the reservoir properties in this area. The new multi-
component survey P-wave inversion results show improvement over the legacy 3D seismic
data inversion results. However, the challenges in acquisition and processing lead to less
than ideal converted wave seismic volumes and the potential inversion improvement from
adding converted wave data is not seen in this case.
iii
This research demonstrates the importance of high quality acquisition and processing in
multicomponent seismic projects. While the value of multicomponent seismic could not be
fully demonstrated with this dataset, other operators can learn from the issues this project
encountered to improve future multicomponent seismic programs and more fully realize the
value of multicomponent seismic.
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The Vaca Muerta Formation is a major shale reservoir located in the Neuquén Basin,
Argentina. The Neuquén Basin is the most prolific of Argentina’s basins and houses the
largest proved reserves of shale gas (11.7 trillion cubic feet) outside of the US (EIA, 2015).
The Vaca Muerta is a particularly attractive play due to government regulated natural gas
prices in Argentina that are substantially higher than gas prices in the US and world-class
resource potential with technically recoverable reserves of over 16 billion barrels of oil and
308 TCF of gas (EIA, 2015). The Neuquén Basin has seen less past energy development
than comparable basins in the US and has fewer old wells and simpler mineral rights, which
makes it easier to plan more profitable horizontal wells with long lateral lengths. The Vaca
Muerta thickness of up to 500 m also makes multiple landing zones within the Vaca Muerta
possible, which helps decrease costs by allowing more wells to be drilled and produced from
the same surface pad. While high entry costs remain due to the underdeveloped nature of
the area, the Vaca Muerta has the rock properties of a world-class shale play and several
significant advantages over comparable US shale plays, which is driving a number of major
oil and gas companies to actively explore in the Vaca Muerta.
In past Reservoir Characterization Project (RCP) research, legacy seismic data has pro-
vided value through inverted rock properties and geomechanical properties derived from
seismic inversion products (Fernandez-Concheso M., 2015), (Convers, 2017). Wide azimuth
seismic data that was processed for velocity variation with azimuth (VVAz) has been used
for analysis of azimuthal anisotropy variations due to natural fractures and stress. Therefore,
the value of seismic data in general has been proven for the Vaca Muerta, but the value of
multicomponent seismic data specifically is uncertain.
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This research attempts to determine the value added by multicomponent seismic data
in the Vaca Muerta. Multicomponent seismic data requires significantly more time and
money to acquire relative to conventional PP seismic data, which is why it is less frequently
acquired. Therefore, more information on the potential value from multicomponent seismic
data is valuable for determining if the additional investment is worth it. The primary areas
where additional value is expected is by improved azimuthal anisotropy data and by more
robust rock properties from joint PP-PS AVA (amplitude versus azimuth) seismic inversion.
Specifically, improvement in S-impedance and density results are expected.
1.1 Geologic Background
The Neuquén Basin is located at the base of the Andes within west-central Argentina,
and occupies an area of approximately 120,000 km2 (46,300 mi2) between 30-42◦S latitude
and 67-70◦W longitude, including Mendoza, Neuquén, La Pampa, and Rio Negro provinces
(Howell et al., 2005; Leanza et al., 2000; Legarreta & Uliana, 1991, 1996; Yrigoyen, 1993).
The basin has a triangular geometry (Figure 1.1), with the Neuquén Andes to the west, and
the Neuquén Embayment to the east and south-east (Howell et al., 2005).
The Vaca Muerta Formation (uppermost lower Tithonian-upper Berriasian to lower
Valanginian) (Figure 1.2) is a layered lithology with alternating marls, bituminous shales
and limestones (Kietzmann et al., 2011, 2014, 2015; Scasso et al., 2005). It also features
multiple thin bedding-parallel veins of fibrous calcite or ”beefs” (Figure 1.3) (Al Duhailan
et al., 2015; Cobbold et al., 2013; Rodrigues et al., 2009), ash beds and, often, intrusive sills,
which likely act as barriers for hydraulic fracture growth (Fant́ın et al., 2014). The unit is
interpreted as basin, slope, (Legarreta & Uliana, 1991, 1996), and low-gradient carbonate
ramp deposits (Kietzmann et al., 2014, 2016), related to anaerobic and disaerobic environ-
ments (Legarreta & Uliana, 1996). The base of the Vaca Muerta is a clear seismic reflector
that can be traced regionally but the top Vaca Muerta is often less certain, as it grades into
the overlying carbonates of the Quintuco Formation and therefore lacks a clear change in
density or velocity (Mitchum & Uliana, 1985). Therefore, the clear seismic reflector at the
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Figure 1.1 Location of the Neuquén Basin (left), and its geometry (right) (modified from
EIA (2015)).
top of the Quintuco carbonates is often mapped instead.
Figure 1.2 Stratigraphic column for the Late Jurassic-Early Cretaceous in the Neuquén Basin,
show the Vaca Muerta and Quintuco formations. Modified from Sylwan (2014).
The Vaca Muerta Formation is the richest source rock in the Neuquén Basin (EIA, 2015;
Legarreta & Villar, 2011); acting as the source for up to 50% of Argentina’s current produced
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Figure 1.3 Vaca Muerta Formation characteristics. Outcrop (left) in Las Loicas, Mendoza
province (taken from Beńıtez (2015)). Core pictures (right), show bedding-parallel calcite
veins or ”beefs” (modified from Cobbold et al. (2013)).
Figure 1.4 The Vaca Muerta Formation compared to other world class unconventional (mod-
ified from Askenazi et al. (2013).
hydrocarbons (Kietzmann et al., 2011). With a total organic content (TOC) varying from
2-14% and a thickness of 500m, the Vaca Muerta Formation is ranked as one of the world’s
greatest shale reservoirs in the world (Figure 1.4). According to Holcombe (Holcombe et al.,
2014), it is considered to be the third and fourth most technically recoverable world resource
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Figure 1.5 Geographical layout of the research area and data available
for shale gas and shale oil respectively. There is broad agreement that understanding the
heterogeneities inherent to the reservoir will be essential to creating effective development
strategies. This is especially true with the complex beefs, ash beds and sills that are known
to be present within the Vaca Muerta and to impact fluid flow and fracture mechanics in
the formation.
1.2 Study Area
The study area features a new 3D multicomponent seismic survey (RCP VM 3D-3C) of
80.64 square kilometers which was acquired in 2016 and is shown in yellow in Figure 1.6. PP
and PS derived anisotropy volumes were delivered as well as PS-wave processing. Prestack
gathers were also available for both PP and PS processing and were used for seismic inversion
work. The acquisition and processing, as well as the volumes delivered, are discussed in more
detail in the RCP VM 3D-3C Survey section. Previous work has focused on a larger 3D P-
wave seismic survey of six hundred square kilometers which was acquired in 2004 using a
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vibroseis source with a bin size of 30m (inline) x 30m (crossline). This older survey encloses
the new 3C survey, which will allow previous work to be directly compared to data from
the new survey (Figure 1.5). Six wells are available in the larger previous study area, but
only 2 wells are available in the smaller multicomponent seismic (Wells G and I) and will be
discussed in this thesis.
A Wide Azimuth 3D seismic survey was acquired at the same time as the multicomponent
survey and shared the same sources. This survey is discussed in more detail by (Benetiz,
2019) but is larger and encloses the multicomponent survey. The P-wave tomostatics solu-
tion from that survey was used in the processing of the multicomponent survey due to its
more uniform acquisition geometry resulting in a better constrained long-wavelength statics
solution.
1.3 RCP VM 3D-3C Survey Acquisition and Processing
The RCP VM 3D-3C seismic survey was acquired in 2016 and processed by Unified
Geosystems in 2017. The survey was acquired using Geospace GS-One-3C geophones and the
Geospace GSX nodal system. The survey surface area encompasses 80.64 square kilometers
with source line intervals of 300m and source spacing of 60m. Receiver lines were spaced at
600m intervals with receiver spacing of 120m for a bin grid of 30m (inline) x 60m (crossline).
The receiver array had 600 total receivers. The Vibroseis used a 12 second sweep with 8-90
Hz range. Originally, the survey was designed as wide azimuth. Unfortunately, because of
operational issues (muddy conditions) numerous source points in the south part of the survey
were not recorded due to receiver node batteries losing charge. To combat the effects of the
lost sources, a 5D regularization was applied in the processing flow as shown in Figure 1.7.
However, because the receiver nodes started to lose charge by the time the vibes reached
the receiver patch, many of the near offsets were lost, especially in the South of the survey
and the azimuthal distribution was limited, especially with far offsets, making this a difficult
survey to correct with 5D regularization.
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Most of the far offsets recorded are coming from the sources shown in red in Figure 1.6
which only provide a limited azimuth range centered on the North. A ”wide azimuth”
acquisition geometry was desired in this project, but data quality at the two well locations
was also very important, so the limited number of available 3C receivers where placed so
that the receiver grid was centered on the two main wells drilled within this block. Due to
the location of those wells and shape of the block, the designed survey geometry offered wide
azimuth coverage, but over a limited range of offsets in same regions of the survey. However,
due to dead receivers, the final result was wide azimuth only for relatively short offsets in
the northern end of the receiver patch. This was especially problematic for VVAz and AVAz
analysis, as the both processes require wide azimuth at long offsets to record meaningful
VVAz and AVAz signal.
Figure 1.6 Acquisition layout of the survey: East-West lines are sources, North-South lines
are receivers. The color shows the percent of dead traces at each location with red depicting
zero dead traces and pink depicting over 90% dead traces.
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Figure 1.7 Steps of the processing flow applied by Unified Geosystems to the Argentina
3D-3C survey
1.4 Seismic Inversion
Seismic inversion attempts to recover rock properties from seismic data by utilizing well
logs and relationships between seismic properties and logs. Since the underlying rock proper-
ties are of interest in for oil and gas development, seismic inversion can add value to seismic
data by extracting additional information about the reservoir. This thesis focuses on an
exploration block in the Vaca Muerta covered by three seismic surveys of different vintages
and compares different inversion results to attempt to explain differences between the dif-
ferent seismic surveys and different inversion types within the Hampson Russell commercial
software package. This research also aims to determine the value added by the acquisition
of multicomponent seismic data.
In this thesis, I will discuss the original delivered seismic data and what we learned from
reviewing it, steps taken to prepare the seismic data for inversion, such as well ties, gather
conditioning, and some AVO modeling work, and a number of different inversion results.
Post stack inversions are discussed for the Multicomponent survey PP data and for the
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Wide Azimuth survey. Prestack inversions for the PP Multicomponent survey data, for the
PP Legacy survey data, and for the PS Multicomponent survey are also discussed. Finally,
a joint PP-PS inversion for the Multicomponent survey is discussed and results from the
different inversions are compared and discussed further.
Several researchers have shown that joint PP-PS inversion can improve predicted impedance
and density results, potentially justifying the acquisition of PS data. However, most of the
published work showing the added value of joint PP-PS inversion has been performed on
datasets over conventional reservoirs such as (Veire & Landrø, 2006) and (Jenkinson et al.,
2010) which both showed improved inversion results for North Sea sandstone reservoirs.
Likewise, (Barnola & Ibram, 2014) and (Russell et al., 2005) had similar findings showing
improved inversion results using joint PP-PS inversions, but again where targeting sandstone
reservoirs in the North Sea and Alberta, Canada respectively. A real lack of conclusive work
showing the added value of joint PP-PS inversion exists for shale reservoirs, which is the
motivation behind this research. In particular, this is the first known multicomponent 3D
seismic survey to be acquired over the Vaca Muerta shale, and therefore no work has been
published on joint PP-PS inversion in the Vaca Muerta.
Note that for all seismic data and inversion results shown in this thesis, an arbitrary time
scale has been used to preserve data confidentially. Locations have also been modified to a




Before exploring the gather conditioning and inversion work flows, it is important to
examine what the original delivered seismic data looks like. As mentioned earlier, this data
has a number of challenges that can be seen in the input data. Throughout this thesis,
four representative locations in the seismic will be examined as shown in Figure 2.1. The
original stacked PP seismic after 5D regularization and enhancement is shown in Figure 2.2,
Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, Figure 2.7, Figure 2.8, and Figure 2.9. Notice
that the crosslines have a higher level of noise than is present in the inlines and show more
amplitude striping than is seen on the inlines. This suggests that the wider spacing in the
crossline direction had a severe impact on the data quality or that the smoothing applied in
processing was more aggressive in the inline direction.
Figure 2.1 Selected locations where data was examined shown overlaid on RCP VM 3D-3C
survey fold map. This fold map is for PP data and is based on shot and receiver (x,y)
locations. It does not account for the effects of muting or differences in midpoint locations
for PS data. Effective fold is likely lower in this survey.
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Figure 2.2 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G Inline
location. P-wave sonic log is shown overlaid at well location.
Figure 2.3 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.4 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I Inline
location.
Figure 2.5 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.6 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3
Inline location.
Figure 2.7 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.8 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4
Inline location.
Figure 2.9 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4
Crossline location.
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2.1 Legacy Seismic Data
A seismic survey was acquired to 2004 over the entire block and was used by previous
students working on the project before the delivery of the new surveys (Convers, 2017).
The map in Figure 2.10 shows the location of this survey relative to the other surveys
used. This Legacy survey is unusual in that the source and receiver lines were acquired
parallel and therefore the survey has very narrow azimuthal coverage. The processing report
and history for the survey has been lost over the years and therefore, very little is known
about the processing for this survey and processing comparisons to the other surveys are
not possible. The stacked data from this survey are shown in Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12,
Figure 2.13, Figure 2.14, Figure 2.15, Figure 2.16, Figure 2.17, and Figure 2.18. Note that
the data is very smooth and laterally consistent.
Figure 2.10 Map showing the outline of the Legacy seismic survey (green outline) relative
to the fold maps of the Wide Azimuth (larger triangular fold map) and the Multicomponent
survey (smaller square fold map).
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Figure 2.11 PP stack from Legacy survey at Well G Inline location.
Figure 2.12 PP stack from Legacy survey at Well G Crossline location.
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Figure 2.13 PP stack from Legacy survey at Well I Inline location.
Figure 2.14 PP stack from Legacy survey at Well I Crossline location.
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Figure 2.15 PP stack from Legacy survey at Location 3 Inline location.
Figure 2.16 PP stack from Legacy survey at Location 3 Crossline location.
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Figure 2.17 PP stack from Legacy survey at Location 4 Inline location.
Figure 2.18 PP stack from Legacy survey at Location 4 Crossline location.
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2.2 Wide Azimuth Data
A wide azimuth seismic survey was acquired in the block at the same time as the Mul-
ticomponent survey but was processed by a different vendor. The full set of processing
deliverables was not available for research as the primary focus was on the Multicomponent
seismic, but a post stack seismic volume in depth was delivered and used for a post stack
inversion as discussed in Chapter 4. This seismic volume is visually quite different from the
PP stacks from the Multicomponent survey, but shares many similarities with the Legacy
survey. While some of the differences are likely due to the Wide Azimuth being in depth
and the Multicomponent PP data being in time, it is clear that there are other differences
such as frequency content and processing steps applied. The similarity between the Wide
Azimuth survey and the Legacy survey also suggest that the Multicomponent seismic survey
is somewhat anomalous due to acquisition or processing applied. The fold is known to be
higher in all areas than that in the Multicomponent survey as shown in Figure 2.19. The
Wide Azimuth depth volume is shown at the same four locations used through the thesis
with the same lateral scale in Figure 2.20, Figure 2.21, Figure 2.22, Figure 2.23, Figure 2.24,
Figure 2.25, Figure 2.26, and Figure 2.27.
Figure 2.19 Fold map for the Wide Azimuth survey. Areas shown in yellow indicate a
fold of 144 traces. Note that this survey has full fold over the entire area covered by the
Multicomponent seismic survey.
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Figure 2.20 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Well G Inline location.
Figure 2.21 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Well G Crossline location.
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Figure 2.22 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Well I Inline location.
Figure 2.23 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Well I Crossline location.
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Figure 2.24 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Location 3 Inline location.
Figure 2.25 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Location 3 Crossline location.
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Figure 2.26 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Location 4 Inline location.
Figure 2.27 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Location 4 Crossline location.
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2.3 PP Multicomponent Survey Gathers
Figure 2.28, Figure 2.29, Figure 2.30, and Figure 2.31 show the original PP prestack time
migrated gathers at the Well I location. Migration was performed in 30 degree azimuthal
bins with 600 meter offset range and a ”snail” spatial distribution within each azimuthal bin.
This migration bin size is significantly larger than typical for a 3D seismic survey and means
that a maximum of six traces are present for each azimuth at the Quintuco horizon, even
in high fold regions of the survey. Due to the unusual survey geometry and lost sources to
the South of the survey, most data was acquired with an azimuth close to North. However,
the 5D regularization process likely extrapolated data across azimuth. In addition, residual
moveout (RMO) is present near the Quintuco and needs to be explained and corrected. This
RMO varies laterally, which suggests that the velocity model may be incorrect. Therefore,
the velocity models were examined and are discussed in the next subsection. The gathers
were also run through a conditioning workflow to attempt to improve them before input to
inversion.
Figure 2.28 Original migrated PP prestack gathers delivered by Unified Geosystems at Well
I location.
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Figure 2.29 Original migrated PP prestack gathers delivered by Unified Geosystems at Well
G location.
Figure 2.30 Original migrated PP prestack gathers delivered by Unified Geosystems at
Location 3.
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Figure 2.31 Original migrated PP prestack gathers delivered by Unified Geosystems at
Location 4.
2.4 PP Multicomponent Survey Migration Velocities
The RMO seen in the PP gathers can be explained by the RMS migration velocities
used. The lithology in this area is quite flat and we would expect the velocities to follow the
seismic horizons. A smooth velocity is also expected to be used for migration as these are
RMS velocities and once these velocities are converted to interval velocities, any changes will
be amplified. However, the PP RMS velocity model used to migrate the Multicomponent
survey data is not very smooth or flat as seen in Figure 2.32, Figure 2.33, Figure 2.34,
Figure 2.35, Figure 2.36, Figure 2.37, Figure 2.38, and Figure 2.39. The lateral variation in
the velocity model likely explains much of the RMO observed in the PP gathers, Ideally, this
would be corrected with an update to the velocity model, but due to time and computing
constraints, redoing the migration on this data was not possible. Therefore, trim statics were
used in the gather conditioning workflow to correct the moveout as much as possible with
that process.
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Figure 2.32 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well G Inline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.33 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well G Crossline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.34 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well I Inline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.35 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well I Crossline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.36 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 3 Inline. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.37 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 3 Crossline. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.38 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 4 Inline. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.39 PP Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 4 Crossline. Velocities are in meters/second.
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2.5 PS Multicomponent Data
The PS data is the reason why this multicomponent survey was acquired, so the delivered
PS data is very important in this project. PS data is generally more challenging to process
and this data set was no exception. This data had a high level of noise and lateral variation
as shown in Figure 2.40, Figure 2.41, Figure 2.42, Figure 2.43, Figure 2.44, Figure 2.45,
Figure 2.46, and Figure 2.47. In addition, the frequency content of the PS data is much
lower with a dominant frequency in the 12-15 Hz range. This is expected with PS data, but
does lead to significant visual differences with the PP data at the same location. The time
structure of the Tordillo is quite similar between the PP and PS survey, but there is a lot
of variation at the Quintuco. This makes sense, as in the PS gathers, shown in Figure 2.48,
Figure 2.49, Figure 2.50, and Figure 2.51, the Tordillo is visible, but the Quintuco is too noisy
to be recognizable. The noisy and highly variable Quintuco reflectors in the PS gathers seem
to have stacked together to form an inconsistent Quintuco reflector in the PS stacks that
is difficult to register with the PP data. This is possibly due to severe RMO effects, which
are difficult to correct because PS reflection points are not at the midpoint and therefore a
correct velocity model is needed to bin the data to the correct reflection point. As with the
PP data, prestack time migration was performed using 600 meter offset bins.
Given the data quality for the PS data, registering the data with the PP seismic is espe-
cially problematic and, therefore, extracting significant value from the data is challenging.
Even after stacking, one of the strongest reflectors in the section is extremely difficult to
interpret due to doublets in the horizon and unexpected jumps. This can be seen in the PS
horizons shown on the PS stacks and velocity models, where the reflector has jumps and is
not as flat as seen in the PP data. Conditioning of this PS data to remove as much noise
and RMO as possible is very important prior to inversion work. However, this is especially
challenging data to work with and not ideal for high quality inversion results.
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Figure 2.40 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G
Inline location with P-wave sonic log shown.
Figure 2.41 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.42 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I Inline
location.
Figure 2.43 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.44 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3
Inline location.
Figure 2.45 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.46 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4
Inline location.
Figure 2.47 PS Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4
Crossline location.
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Figure 2.48 Original migrated PS prestack gather delivered by Unified Geosystems at Well
I location.
Figure 2.49 Original migrated PS prestack gather delivered by Unified Geosystems at Well
G location.
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Figure 2.50 Original migrated PS prestack gather delivered by Unified Geosystems at Lo-
cation 3.
Figure 2.51 Original migrated PS prestack gather delivered by Unified Geosystems at Lo-
cation 4.
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2.6 PS Migration Velocities
The PS RMS migration velocity model shows some clear anomalies, especially at the
Well I location as shown in Figure 2.52, Figure 2.53, Figure 2.54, Figure 2.55, Figure 2.56,
Figure 2.57, Figure 2.58, and Figure 2.59. The lithology in this area is very flat with only
mildly dipping horizons and no large faults within the survey area. In addition, the near
surface velocities are not highly challenging in this region as there are no layers of highly
varying velocity such as coals, caliche or salts. Therefore, the explanation for large amounts
of anomalous structure in the velocity models is possibly coarse sampling during velocity
picking, as the geology in the area is not consistent with large lateral velocity variations.
It is also worth noting that well logs were not used for the creation of the velocity model,
so therefore, there are no external control points on the velocity model. The effects of this
velocity model with incorrect structure can be seen particularly clearly in Figure 2.42 where
the Quintuco reflector breaks up and forms a doublet in the same location as the large
velocity artifact seen in the velocity model in Figure 2.54.
Unfortunately, redoing the migration on this data set with an improved velocity model
is outside the scope of this project, but it is clear that the migration velocities used in the
processing of this seismic had a negative effect on the final delivered seismic products and
that artifacts that are not representative of the real geology have been introduced in the
data. A new migration with an updated velocity model could potentially improve the PS
data noticeably. This is particularly true because the trim statics used do not correct the
common reflection point binning and a correct velocity model is needed to properly bin PS
data to common reflection points. PS data migrated and binned with an incorrect velocity
model may appear shifted and end up in the wrong location. In this case, we used the
available tools to correct the data as much as possible in this setting, but more work could
still be done to potentially improve this PS data.
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Figure 2.52 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well G Inline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.53 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well G Crossline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.54 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well I Inline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.55 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Well I Crossline location. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.56 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 3 Inline. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.57 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 3 Crossline. Velocities are in meters/second.
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Figure 2.58 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 4 Inline. Velocities are in meters/second.
Figure 2.59 PS Velocity Model used by Unified for migration and residual moveout correction
at Location 4 Crossline. Velocities are in meters/second.
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2.7 Delivered Seismic Summary
Carefully examining the original delivered seismic data can be extremely informative
before diving into inversion. In this case, some issues such as RMO in the data and large
migration bins of 600 m were discovered during data review and helped start the inversion
process with a plan to correct the data as much as possible and enabled the inversion workflow
to be tailored to be more suitable for this data. Some delivered products such as migration
velocities often aren’t fully examined, but can be informative when investigating the source
of unusual signal in seismic data. Comparisons to the Legacy seismic survey and to the Wide
Azimuth seismic survey show that there are a number of differences with the Multicomponent
survey. This is important, as due to the significant differences in input data, very different




Several steps must be performed before a high quality seismic inversion can be achieved.
Seismic must be tied to well logs and gathers must be conditioned to improve signal to
noise ratio and converted to angle gathers. In this case, gather conditioning was extremely
important for improving the final inversion result. In addition, stacks were created from
the conditioned gathers to be used in post stack inversion. AVO (Amplitude Variation with
Offset) modeling was also performed to check that the AVO trend in the recorded seismic
data matches the predicted AVO trend from synthetic data.
3.1 PP Well Ties
An important way to check the original seismic is by well ties. Figure 3.1 shows the PP
seismic and well logs together. It is immediately clear that there are a surprising number of
reflectors present in the PP seismic given the relatively smooth sonic and density logs. The
number of reflectors is also surprising given the Legacy and Wide Azimuth stacks shown
in Chapter 2. Another early issue noticed is that the density log for both Well G and I is
inconsistent with the Quintuco top location. The Quintuco is known to be a higher density
carbonate formation and it is expected to have a sharp jump in density at the top of the
formation like what is seen on the sonic log. After investigating the density logs in detail, it
appears that the top of the Quintuco is a splice point in both logs due to casing being run
through the Quintuco. A linear splice as performed in log processing, but a sharp contrast
is more representative of the known lithology. Therefore, the density log was edited at the
top Quintuco for Wells I and G as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the PP seismic and logs for Well I and G before any well
tie was performed. It is clear that a time shift is necessary. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show
the result after a bulk shift was applied to align the Tordillo top with the seismic Tordillo
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horizon. Both ties show a clear peak in the correlation corresponding the appropriate bulk
shift aligning the seismic peaks to the well tops. While in both cases the well tie is acceptable
with over 50 percent correlation after only a bulk shift. However, the section between the
Quintuco and the Tordillo often has log errors associated with numerous thin beds below log
or seismic resolution and generally poor borehole stability leading to washouts. Therefore,
some small stretch and squeeze in the log is justified to rectify these potential log issues. The
three stretch points chosen in each well are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. After this
stretch and squeeze, the log doesn’t visually look very different, but the well tie is greatly
improved as seen in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 and the correlation is significantly higher
at over 80 percent for both wells. Finally, a phase analysis was performed on the well ties
at both wells. Earlier phase analysis had indicated that a phase rotation of +135 degrees
was needed on the delivered PP seismic volumes. However, these new well ties using the
corrected density log indicated that an additional +45 degree phase rotation is needed as
seen in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12, bringing the total phase rotation to +180 degrees or a
polarity reversal. The PP seismic was rotated to a total of +180 degrees or polarity reversed
from the delivered volumes and re-tied with new statistical wavelet extracted as shown in
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. This confirmed that a +180 degree total seismic phase rotation
did optimize the well to seismic tie. Even with this high well tie correlation, it is important
to note that one can visually see that the main reflectors near the Quintuco and Tordillo
match the log very well and are driving the high correlation. However, there are still some
horizons present between the Tordillo and the Quintuco that are not expected based on the
well log or are much stronger than they should be based on the log data. This suggests that
some anomalous signal is present in the PP seismic.
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Figure 3.1 Well I P-velocity, S-velocity and density logs (left) and enhanced seismic from
Unified (right) showing density log edit performed at the top of the Quintuco formation to
conform with known Quintuco density values.
Figure 3.2 Well G P-velocity, S-velocity and density logs (left) and enhanced seismic from
Unified (right) showing density log edit performed at the top of the Quintuco formation to
conform with known Quintuco density values.
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Figure 3.3 Well I checkshot, P-velocity, S-velocity, and density logs (far left) with seismic
(middle) before performing well tie. Synthetic is shown by blue traces and seismic is shown by
red traces (left of middle). Correlation plot is shown far right. Yellow lines depict correlation
window.
Figure 3.4 Well G seismic and logs before performing well tie.
Figure 3.5 Well I seismic and logs after bulk shift to optimize correlation.
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Figure 3.6 Well G seismic and logs after bulk shift to optimize correlation.
Figure 3.7 Well I seismic and logs showing points selected for stretch and squeeze (orange
lines).
Figure 3.8 Well G seismic and logs showing points selected for stretch and squeeze.
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Figure 3.9 Well I seismic and logs after applying stretch and squeeze.
Figure 3.10 Well G seismic and logs after applying stretch and squeeze.
Figure 3.11 Well I seismic and logs after phase analysis and -45 wavelet rotation.
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Figure 3.12 Well G seismic and logs after phase analysis and -45 wavelet rotation.
Figure 3.13 Well I final well tie after rotating seismic a total of +180 degrees.
Figure 3.14 Well G final well tie after rotating seismic a total of +180 degrees.
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3.2 PP Gather Conditioning Workflow
Before performing a prestack seismic inversion, the input gathers must typically be con-
ditioned to remove undesirable noise and optimize the gathers for the inversion work flow.
To illustrate the effects of the gather conditioning workflow used, the same four locations
in the survey from Chapter 2 were analyzed as shown in Figure 2.1. Both wells locations
within the survey were chosen for analysis along with two points on the northern edge of the
high fold area of the survey.
To attempt to eliminate data of questionable quality and validity that was filled in by
the 5D regularization, the gathers were limited to include only azimuths between 0 and 30
degrees from North as shown in Figure 3.15, Figure 3.16, Figure 3.17, and Figure 3.18. The
gathers look more reasonable when limited in azimuth which suggests that other azimuths
may be contributing more noise. However, a large amount of RMO (over 20 ms) is still
present at the Quintuco. This is likely due to an incorrect migration velocities used. A
bandpass filter of 5-10-40-50 Hz was applied to remove high frequency noise and improve the
signal to noise ratio. High frequency noise removal was an important step so the trim static
process could better track the primary horizons.
The RMO observed near the Quintuco horizon needed to be corrected before the data
was input to the inversion. However, this residual moveout varied with depth (as the Tordillo
appears flat and needs no correction) and also as a function of spatial (X, Y) location. The
RMO tools within Hampson Russell could not handle laterally varying RMO correction, so
instead trim statics were used to flatten the horizons as shown in Figure 3.19, Figure 3.20,
Figure 3.21, and Figure 3.22. Time-varying trim statics were run for each gather over 200
ms time windows from 150 ms above the Quintuco to 150 ms below the Tordillo (700 ms
total).
A maximum allowed time shift of 30 ms had to be used to properly flatten the large
amounts of residual moveout near the Quintuco horizon. This led to reasonable looking
Quintuco and Tordillo horizons, but had the consequence of lining up noisy events between
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those horizons. This noise that has been lined up to form a reflector has large amplitude
blobs as seen in Figure 3.21 at approximately 3230 ms. These reflectors composed of noise
that has been artificially lined up will appear to be real signal once stacked, which can be
highly misleading and dangerous to interpret. This is one of the primary challenges of using
trim statics, as with such a large time shift needed, noise can be artificially lined up at the
same time as the main reflectors are corrected.
A necessary phase rotation of -180 degrees or polarity reversal was found by comparing
the impedance seen at the Quintuco and Tordillo horizons (negative) versus the expected
impedance based on the lithology (positive). It was also confirmed by performing phase
analysis during seismic to well ties at Wells I and G. This phase rotation was performed
after trim statics and before the gathers were muted or converted to angle domain.
Prestack inversion in Hampson Russell requires the input gathers to be in the angle
domain. Therefore, to check that the appropriate angle range was being used in the inversion,
an inner mute of 5 degrees and an outer mute of 50 degrees was applied to determine what
data was being removed by the mute and what was input to the angle gathers and inversion
as seen in Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24, Figure 3.25, Figure 3.26. Then the data was converted to
the angle domain using 5 angle bins and an incidence angle range of 5 to 50 degrees as shown
in Figure 3.27, Figure 3.28, Figure 3.29, Figure 3.30. Migration velocities provided by the
seismic processor were used to calculate incidence angles. While these velocities were less
than ideal due to the lateral variations noted in Chapter 2, they were used because the log
velocities didn’t extend below the top Tordillo and deeper velocities were needed to properly
calculate incident angles for the Tordillo horizon.
The preconditioned PSTM offset gathers were stacked to create a ”conditioned” post
stack volume. This conditioned post stack volume will be inverted and compared with the
post stack product delivered by Unified and the Legacy data set in Chapter 4. The frequency
spectrum of the final conditioned gathers is shown in Figure 3.31.
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Figure 3.15 Migrated PP prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Well I location.
Figure 3.16 Migrated PP prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Well G location.
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Figure 3.17 Migrated PP prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Location 3.
Figure 3.18 Migrated PP prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Location 4.
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Figure 3.19 Migrated PP prestack gathers after trim statics at Well I location. Compare to
Figure 3.15 to see the effects of the trim statics.
Figure 3.20 Migrated PP prestack gathers after trim statics at Well G location.
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Figure 3.21 Migrated PP prestack gathers after trim statics at Location 3.
Figure 3.22 Migrated PP prestack gathers after trim statics at Location 4.
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Figure 3.23 Migrated PP prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-50 degrees
used for inversion at Well I location.
Figure 3.24 Migrated PP prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-50 degrees
used for inversion at Well G location.
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Figure 3.25 Migrated PP prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-50 degrees
used for inversion at Location 3.
Figure 3.26 Migrated PP prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-50 degrees
used for inversion at Location 4.
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Figure 3.27 Migrated PP prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-50 degrees and 5 bins at Well I location.
Figure 3.28 Migrated PP prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-50 degrees and 5 bins at Well G location.
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Figure 3.29 Migrated PP prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-50 degrees and 5 bins at Location 3.
Figure 3.30 Migrated PP prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-50 degrees and 5 bins at Location 4.
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Figure 3.31 Frequency spectrum of the conditioned PP prestack angle gathers used for
seismic inversion.
3.3 PP Conditioned Stacks
In the gather conditioning workflow, I attempted to make the best of the data provided
and explore the inversion capabilities of the Hampson Russell software suite. To keep with
this methodology, stacks were created from the gathers that are the product of the gather
conditioning flow. These stacks from the gather conditioning work flow can be compared
to the original delivered data to see the difference that the conditioning made. Note that
the data was azimuthally limited to 0-30 degrees from North during the conditioning process
while the original data uses the full azimuthal range. Both PP stacked products were inverted
as shown in Chapter 4. The PP stacks from the conditioning flow are shown in Figure 3.32,
Figure 3.33, Figure 3.34, Figure 3.35, Figure 3.36, Figure 3.37, Figure 3.38, Figure 3.39.
An inversion comparison was not made for the PS data as a PS only post stack inversion
solving for P-impedance makes little sense, but visual comparisons can be made on the PS
conditioned stacks.
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Figure 3.32 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Well G Inline location. P-wave sonic log is shown overlaid at well
location. Compare with Figure 2.2.
Figure 3.33 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Well G Crossline location. Compare with Figure 2.3.
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Figure 3.34 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Well I Inline location. Compare with Figure 2.4.
Figure 3.35 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Well I Crossline location. Compare with Figure 2.5.
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Figure 3.36 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Location 3 Inline location. Compare with Figure 2.6.
Figure 3.37 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Location 3 Crossline location. Compare with Figure 2.7.
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Figure 3.38 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Location 4 Inline location. Compare with Figure 2.8.
Figure 3.39 PP stack created from conditioned gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in
inversion workflow at Location 4 Crossline location. Compare with Figure 2.9.
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3.4 PP Modeling
For high quality inversion results, it is also important to QC the input data by comparing
it to the modeled synthetics and AVO trends from the well logs. For converted wave seismic
data used for joint inversion this is even more important as not only must the inversion be
able to match a well log based model to the seismic data, but it also must match the log
based model to both PP and PS seismic volumes. The modeling work proved to be quite
valuable for our understanding of the data in this project.
Synthetics were generated in Hampson Russell from density and sonic logs using the Aki-
Richards equations. The inversion process also generates synthetics but in the inversion,
the input data (d) is known along with the inversion operator (G) and the model (m) is
being estimated d = G ∗ m. For the synthetic generation for this modeling, the operator
(G) and the model (m) are known, while the data (d) is predicted. Incident angles from
5-50 degrees were used for AVO trend analysis to match the incident angles available in the
recorded seismic. A window from approximately 150 ms above the top of the Quintuco to
150 ms below the top Tordillo was used for the AVO analysis as shown by Figure 3.40. This
window was chosen to include the reservoir along with the areas above and below it, so that
the AVO trend would not be driven by a couple strong peaks or troughs that may not be
representative of the whole zone of interest. The AVO responses show RMS amplitude on a
dB scale, relative to the amplitude at the smallest incident angle.
The original gathers showed an AVO response that was different between Well I and
Well G and neither AVO response closely matched the AVO response modeled from the well
synthetics as shown in Figure 3.41 and Figure 3.42. This is problematic for an inversion
and difficult to correct because the AVO response is changing across the survey. The field
data showed a very strong amplitude increase with angle in both Well G and I. The strength
of AVO trend seen in Well I is particularly anomalous as it is orders of magnitude higher
than the trend seen in the synthetic. The synthetic (shown in red) shows an amplitude
decrease with angle to 30 degrees, after which the the amplitude increases as the critical
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angle approaches, which is quite different than what is seen in the field data. The linear
trend lines automatically fit to both the synthetic and field data AVO trends are somewhat
misleading as both tends would be more properly fit by second order polynomial functions,
and particularly in the synthetic data, the trend line completely misses the decrease in
amplitude for the first 30 degrees. However, AVO trend line matching function in Hampson
Russell was not used for rescaling this data, so it didn’t affect the scaled seismic results.
This does demonstrate some of the challenges of automatic AVO trend matching, as had the
slopes of the trend lines only been matched, the actual AVO trends could still be quite far
off.
These AVO trends were the same before and after the gather conditioning steps and
therefore could not be addressed with those steps. Therefore, the only remaining option
was to rescale the seismic data with offset or angle to match the modeled AVO trend. This
was still problematic as due to the changes in AVO trend across the survey, if the AVO was
scaled to match at one well, it would not match at the other. Hampson Russell has a built
in algorithm to automatically apply angle dependant scalars during the seismic inversion
process. In this case, each angle bin was analyzed and scaled separately using a window of
400ms from near the Quintuco to near the Tordillo. Hampson Russell performs this scaling
based on the 10 strongest peaks or troughs within the chosen window. In addition, because
only Well G was input to the inversion, this automatic scaling process tried to match the
average AVO trend in the survey to the synthetic AVO trend from Well G. The AVO trend
for these rescaled gathers is shown in Figure 3.43 and Figure 3.44. It is clear from examining
these images that inversion angle dependant scaling is more complex than just matching
trend lines as while the amplitudes now generally decrease at the Well G location, the trend
lines are not a match. An increase in amplitudes is also seen from the first angle bin to the
second, so it is also possible that the first angle bin amplitudes are being prevented from
being gained as high as they should be. While the AVO trend seems to match acceptably at
Well G, the trend at Well I has been reduced but still does not match the synthetic trend
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at all. This is likely because the inversion model is based on Well G is so the rescaling is
seeking to match the AVO amplitudes at that location. A single scalar for each angle bin is
applied to the entire survey, so in the case of unrealistic laterally varying AVO trends, the
inversion matches the AVO at the analysis location, but a match will not necessarily been
seen at other locations in the survey. Without applying a non-physical AVO rescaling that
modifies amplitudes differently in different locations in the survey, matching the AVO trend
at one well location is the best outcome that can be achieved.
In this case, we also tried manually rescaling the seismic to match the AVO response at
Well G as it is the input well to the inversion and has better data quality at that location.
Well I is known to be an area of low fold and lower data quality, so the decision was made to
not address the AVO trend at that location. This rescaling used a single scalar for the entire
survey for each angle bin as with the automatic rescaling. The AVO trend of these manually
rescaled gathers is shown in Figure 3.45 and Figure 3.46. A reasonably good match between
the synthetic and field data trends is achieved at Well G, but again, a good match can not
be achieved at Well I because the field data trends are so different between the two well
locations. While this is necessary to allow the prestack inversion to match the synthetic to
field data at the input well, this process of having to rescale amplitudes is still rather non-
physical and concerning. In the case of good data quality, small shifts to the amplitudes for
the entire survey to match the modeled AVO response are quite justifiable, especially when
trying to use amplitudes versus azimuth to identify lateral changes. However, in the case of
seismic inversion where the amplitudes are being used to invert for absolute rock properties,
amplitude preservation is quite important and in this case, significant scaling to reverse the
AVO trend data from the field data was needed. This is a major limitation of the inversion
results in this case because not only have the amplitudes been heavily rescaled for the field
data, but it is known that even in the rescaled data that the amplitudes at the blind well
(Well I) don’t match the predicted synthetic amplitudes, making inversion for absolute rock
properties unlikely at that location.
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Figure 3.40 Aki-Richards generated PP synthetic used for AVO analysis (right) and PP
angle gathers recorded in the field (left) showing the data used for PP AVO analysis. The
green box denotes the area over which the AVO response was analyzed.
Figure 3.41 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO response
in real PP seismic gathers. The synthetic trend is shown in red and the trend from the
gathers is shown in blue. Only 5 points are shown for seismic gathers as only 6 offset bins
were preserved through migration at the Quintuco and therefore only 5 angle bins were
usable.
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Figure 3.42 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO
response in real PP seismic gathers.
Figure 3.43 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO response
in seismic gathers after Hampson Russell rescaling of seismic gathers by angle bin during
inversion.
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Figure 3.44 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO
response in seismic gathers after Hampson Russell rescaling of seismic gathers by angle bin
during inversion.
Figure 3.45 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO response
in seismic gathers after manual rescaling of seismic gathers by angle bin to match synthetic
AVO trend observed Well G.
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Figure 3.46 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based synthetic versus AVO
response in seismic gathers after manual rescaling of seismic gathers by angle bin to match
synthetic AVO trend observed Well G.
3.5 PS Well Ties
A PS well tie was also performed and Figure 3.47 and Figure 3.48 show the well logs and
PS seismic before the well tie. A bulk shift was then performed matching the Tordillo top to
the Tordillo horizon in the PS seismic as shown in Figure 3.49 and Figure 3.50. The Tordillo
was chosen instead of the Quintuco to focus on matching because there are several reflectors
near the Quintuco in the PS seismic, making it hard to determine which one is actually
the Quintuco. For both wells, the correlation peaks at a shift that doesn’t correspond to
the horizons and tops aligning, and the correlation at the correct alignment based on the
horizons and tops is not a high peak relative to bulk shifts near the proper alignment. This
is likely due to the number of reflectors present in the PS seismic at the Quintuco which
can be aligned several different ways to the well log. After the bulk shift, notice that the
correlation is much higher at Well G as shown in Figure 3.50 than at Well I as shown in
Figure 3.49. This is likely due to migration artifacts from the PS migration velocities used
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as discussed earlier in the chapter. Note that the velocity model is much flatter (closer to 1D
model) and more reasonable at Well G than it is at Well I. Well I is also located in a lower
fold region of the survey, again suggesting that the poorer well tie at Well I is due to the PS
seismic being poorer quality there. This is unfortunate, as because there are only two wells
within the survey, even though the PS seismic is lower quality at the Well I location, it was
used as blind well for the inversion because there were no other options.
A stretch and squeeze was also performed at three points on the PS well tie under the
same justification as discussed in the PP well tie section. This points selected for stretch
and squeeze control are shown in Figure 3.51 and Figure 3.52. At the Quintuco, selecting
reflectors to correlate was somewhat difficult since there were multiple ways that the log
could have been correlated to the seismic. The correlation points used were selected primarily
based on lining up the well tops in the logs with the horizons picked in the seismic. It was
also important to minimize the stretching and squeezing necessary, so all shifts were made
in the same direction. After the stretch, both well ties improved significantly as shown in
Figure 3.53 and Figure 3.54. However, while the tie improved to over 80 percent correlation
for the Well G tie, the well tie for Well I stays under 60 percent. This again suggests that
there is a problem with the PS seismic at the Well I location that is not present at the Well G
location. Phase analysis was also performed on the PS data using the well tie results as show
in Figure 3.55 and Figure 3.56. Based on earlier phase analysis, the seismic was rotated -90
degrees before performing the well tie. The Well G tie confirms that this is the appropriate
phase rotation, but the Well I tie shows a small improvement in the correlation at a 165
wavelet degree phase rotation, bringing the total rotation to -255 degrees. Because this well
tie is much weaker than the tie at Well G and there are known issues with the seismic at this
location, we disregarded this phase analysis and kept the -90 rotation shown earlier and by
the Well G tie. The -255 degree rotation also still didn’t improve the correlation to above 60
percent, suggesting that the phase analysis may not be reliable in this case. Using a spatially
variable wavelet between the two wells can not be justified due to consistent lithology.
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Figure 3.47 Well I PS seismic and logs before performing well tie.
Figure 3.48 Well G PS seismic and logs before performing well tie.
Figure 3.49 Well I PS seismic and logs after bulk shift to match Tordillo top with Tordillo
horizon. Note that due to anomalous strong reflectors, the recommended bulk shift is trying
to erroneously match the Quintuco top to the Tordillo horizon.
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Figure 3.50 Well G PS seismic and logs after recommended bulk shift to match Tordillo top
with Tordillo horizon.
Figure 3.51 Well I PS seismic and logs showing locations of the three stretch and squeeze
points used.
Figure 3.52 Well G PS seismic and logs showing locations of the three stretch and squeeze
points used.
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Figure 3.53 Well I PS seismic and logs after stretch and squeeze to better match log with
seismic. Note the significantly lower correlation at the Well I location than the Well G
location, possibly due to the lower fold at this well.
Figure 3.54 Well G PS seismic and logs after stretch and squeeze to better match log with
seismic. Note the correlation coefficient of over 80 percent.
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Figure 3.55 Well I PS seismic and logs after phase analysis. Analysis from well tie shows
slightly higher correlation at 165 degree wavelet rotation, but due to this well tie being
weaker and the correlation not getting much higher with the rotation, we disregarded this
phase analysis and used the phase indicated by Well G instead.
Figure 3.56 Well G PS seismic and logs after phase analysis. Analysis from well tie shows
highest correlation at the -90 rotation already performed on the seismic based on earlier
phase analysis.
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3.6 PS Gather Conditioning Workflow
A similar workflow to the one discussed for the PP data was used to condition the PS
radial gathers for inversion. Both the PP and PS gathers suffered from similar challenges and
for a good quality joint inversion result, it was important that the PP and PS data matched
well and was run through similar processes. The same locations were used for analysis in
both the PP and PS data sets.
The PS gathers, like the PP gathers, were limited to only azimuths between 0 and 30
degrees from North in an attempt to eliminate data of questionable quality and validity
as shown in Figure 3.57, Figure 3.58, Figure 3.59, and Figure 3.60. The data was then
filtered using a 4-7-25-30 Hz bandpass as shown in Figure 3.61, Figure 3.62, Figure 3.63, and
Figure 3.64. These are lower frequencies due to the lower frequency content of converted
wave seismic data. The frequency spectrum of the final PS conditioned gathers is shown in
Figure 3.81 with the strongest frequencies seen near 12 Hz. The near offsets appear to be
dominated by high frequency noise as seen in Figure 3.60, so high frequency noise removal
was particularly important so the trim static process could better track the primary horizons.
Residual moveout(RMO) was also observed in the PS seismic and was more severe than
in the PP seismic and needed to be corrected before the data was input to the inversion.
Again, the moveout changed both as a function of depth, and as a function of X, Y location
as the amount of moveout changed across the survey. Trim statics were again used to flatten
the horizons, but were less effective than with the PP dataset as shown in Figure 3.65,
Figure 3.66, Figure 3.67, and Figure 3.68. When the maximum time shift was increased
beyond the used value, unrealistic polarity reversals were introduced at one of the analyzed
locations. Time-varying trim statics were run for each gather over 200 ms time windows from
150 ms above the Quintuco to 150 ms below the Tordillo (1000 ms total) with a window
step of 100 ms. A maximum allowed time shift of 25 ms was used to balance flattening the
Quintuco and Tordillo with keeping artifacts like polarity reversals from appearing. However,
this was an imperfect solution and the trim statics had a difficult time flattening in some
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places as seen in Figure 3.65, while in others, the horizons were flattened, but more noise
was artificially aligned (see Figure 3.65).
A necessary phase rotation of -90 degrees was found by comparing the impedance seen at
the Quintuco and Tordillo horizons (zero crossing) versus the expected impedance based on
the lithology (positive). It was also confirmed by performing phase analysis during seismic
to well ties at Wells I and G. This phase rotation of -90 degrees was performed as shown in
Figure 3.69, Figure 3.70, Figure 3.71, and Figure 3.72.
Prestack inversion in Hampson Russell requires the input gathers to be in the angle
domain. It is also expected that because of the geometry of PS waves, the incident angle
will be larger and the reflected angle will be smaller than comparable PP data for the same
offsets. Hampson Russell uses incident angles for inversion equations. Therefore, since the
survey geometry and offset ranges are the same between the PP and PS data, the angle
range is expected to be wider for the PS data.
To check that the appropriate angle range was being used in the inversion, an inner
mute of 5 degrees and an outer mute of 70 degrees was applied to determine what data was
being removed by the mute and what was input to the angle gathers and inversion as seen
in Figure 3.73, Figure 3.74, Figure 3.75, Figure 3.76. Then the data was converted to the
angle domain using 5 angle bins and an incidence angle range of 5 to 70 degrees as shown
in Figure 3.77, Figure 3.78, Figure 3.79, Figure 3.80. Migration velocities provided by the
seismic processor were used to calculate incidence angles. While these velocities were less
than ideal due to the lateral variations noted in Chapter 2, they were used because the log
velocities didn’t extend below the top Tordillo and deeper velocities were needed to properly
calculate incident angles for the Tordillo horizon.
The final conditioned result in the offset domain was stacked to create a conditioned PS
post stack volume. This volume was compared to the original delivered PS post stack volume
visually, but because converted wave data makes little difference in P impedance inversion
results, a post stack inversion comparison was not made.
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Figure 3.57 Migrated PS prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Well I location.
Figure 3.58 Migrated PS prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Well G location.
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Figure 3.59 Migrated PS prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Location 3.
Figure 3.60 Migrated PS prestack gathers limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees from North
at Location 4.
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Figure 3.61 Migrated PS prestack gathers after bandpass filtering using 4/7 Hz to 25/30 Hz
frequency range at well I location.
Figure 3.62 Migrated PS prestack gathers after bandpass filtering using 4/7 Hz to 25/30 Hz
frequency range at well G location.
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Figure 3.63 Migrated PS prestack gathers after bandpass filtering using 4/7 Hz to 25/30 Hz
frequency range at Location 3.
Figure 3.64 Migrated PS prestack gathers after bandpass filtering using 4/7 Hz to 25/30 Hz
frequency range at Location 4.
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Figure 3.65 Migrated PS prestack gathers after trim statics at Well I location.
Figure 3.66 Migrated PS prestack gathers after trim statics at Well G location.
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Figure 3.67 Migrated PS prestack gathers after trim statics at Location 3.
Figure 3.68 Migrated PS prestack gathers after trim statics at Location 4.
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Figure 3.69 Migrated PS prestack gathers after -90 degree phase rotation at Well I location.
Figure 3.70 Migrated PS prestack gathers after -90 degree phase rotation at Well G location.
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Figure 3.71 Migrated PS prestack gathers after -90 degree phase rotation at Location 3.
Figure 3.72 Migrated PS prestack gathers after -90 degree phase rotation at Location 4.
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Figure 3.73 Migrated PS prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-70 degrees
used for inversion at Well I location.
Figure 3.74 Migrated PS prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-70 degrees
used for inversion at Well G location.
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Figure 3.75 Migrated PS prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-70 degrees
used for inversion at Location 3.
Figure 3.76 Migrated PS prestack gathers muted to incidence angle range of 5-70 degrees
used for inversion at Location 4.
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Figure 3.77 Migrated PS prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-70 degrees and 5 bins at Well I location.
Figure 3.78 Migrated PS prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-70 degrees and 5 bins at Well G location.
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Figure 3.79 Migrated PS prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-70 degrees and 5 bins at Location 3.
Figure 3.80 Migrated PS prestack gathers converted to angle gathers with incidence angle
range of 5-70 degrees and 5 bins at Location 4.
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Figure 3.81 Frequency spectrum of the conditioned PS prestack angle gathers used for
seismic inversion.
3.7 PS Conditioned Stacks
PS stacks were also created from the PS gathers that are the product of the gather con-
ditioning flow. These stacks are shown in Figure 3.82, Figure 3.83, Figure 3.84, Figure 3.85,
Figure 3.86, Figure 3.87, Figure 3.88, and Figure 3.89. The stacks from the gather condition-
ing work flow can be compared to the original delivered data to see the difference that the
conditioning made. Note that the data was azimuthally limited to 0-30 degrees from North
during the conditioning process while the original data uses the full azimuthal range. An
inversion comparison was not made for the PS data as a PS only post stack inversion solving
for P-impedance makes little sense, but visual comparisons can be made comparing these
to the original PS stacks from Chapter 2 shown in Figure 2.40, Figure 2.41, Figure 2.42,
Figure 2.43, Figure 2.44, Figure 2.45, Figure 2.46, and Figure 2.47.
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Figure 3.82 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Well G Inline location. Compare to Figure 2.40.
Figure 3.83 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Well G Crossline location. Compare to Figure 2.41.
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Figure 3.84 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Well I Inline location. Compare to Figure 2.42.
Figure 3.85 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Well I Crossline location. Compare to Figure 2.43.
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Figure 3.86 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Location 3 Inline. Compare to Figure 2.44.
Figure 3.87 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Location 3 Crossline. Compare to Figure 2.45.
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Figure 3.88 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Location 4 Inline. Compare to Figure 2.46.
Figure 3.89 PS stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion
workflow at Location 4 Crossline. Compare to Figure 2.47.
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3.8 PS Modeling
PS synthetics were generated in Hampson Russell using the Aki-Richards equations and
incident angles from 5-70 degrees and used for AVO trend analysis. A window from approx-
imately 50 ms above the top of the Quintuco to 150 ms below the top Tordillo was used
for the AVO analysis as shown by Figure 3.90. As with the PP modeling, this window was
chosen to include the reservoir along with the areas above and below it, so that the AVO
trend would not driven by a couple strong peaks or troughs that may not be representative
of the whole zone of interest. The AVO responses show RMS amplitude on a dB scale, so
each starts from zero at the first live bin and shows the trend relative to the first live angle
bin.
The original PS gathers also showed an AVO response that was somewhat different be-
tween Well I and Well G and while the AVO response was closer to the AVO response
modeled from the well synthetics, neither was an ideal match as shown in Figure 3.91 and
Figure 3.92. Field data is shown every 13 degrees of incident angle as there are five angle
bins corresponding to the six live traces at the Quintuco. Also note the differences between
the synthetic AVO and field data amplitudes near 55 degrees between Well G and I. The field
data AVO response at 55 degrees matches the synthetic much better at Well G. This AVO
trend was problematic for an inversion and difficult to correct because based on sampling a
couple other locations where there were no wells, the AVO response is still changing signif-
icantly across the PS survey. These AVO trends were again the same before and after the
gather conditioning steps and therefore could not be addressed with those steps. Therefore,
the only remaining option was to rescale the seismic data with offset or angle to match the
modeled AVO trend.
Hampson Russell can also automatically apply angle dependant scalars during the seismic
inversion process and this process was also tested. Each angle bin was analyzed and scaled
separately using a window of 400ms in PP time from near the Quintuco to near the Tordillo.
In addition, because only Well G was input to the inversion, this automatic scaling process
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tried to match the average AVO trend in the survey to the synthetic AVO trend from Well
G. The AVO trend for these rescaled gathers is shown in Figure 3.93 and Figure 3.94.
The seismic was also rescaled manually to match the AVO response at Well G for the PS
seismic. This manual rescaling sought to use a single scalar for each angle bin to rescale the
entire survey. These scalars were calculated at the Well G location to match the synthetic
AVO trend from Well G. Well I was not considered for calculating the scalars due to the
poorer data quality at that location. The AVO trend of the manually rescaled gathers at the
Well I and G locations is shown in Figure 3.95 and Figure 3.96. It is important to note that
the linear AVO trend lines shown are misleading and unhelpful. The modeled PS AVO trend
would clearly be fit better by a second order polynomial. None of the scaling performed uses
these automatically calculated trend lines, but in the PS case where the amplitudes increase
until about 35 degrees and then decrease, it is easy to see the danger of only considering
straight line trends for AVO. These linear trend lines completely miss the important AVO
behavior.
Figure 3.90 Aki-Richards generated PS synthetic used for AVO analysis (right) and PS
angle gathers (left) showing the data used for PS AVO analysis. The green box denotes the
area over which the AVO response was analyzed.
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Figure 3.91 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in real PS seismic gathers.
Figure 3.92 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in real PS seismic gathers.
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Figure 3.93 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in PS seismic gathers after Hampson Russell rescaling of gathers by angle bin during
inversion.
Figure 3.94 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in PS seismic gathers after Hampson Russell rescaling of gathers by angle bin during
inversion.
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Figure 3.95 Well I AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in PS seismic gathers after manual rescaling of gathers by angle bin to match
synthetic AVO trend observed Well G.
Figure 3.96 Well G AVO response modeled from well log based PS synthetic versus AVO
response in PS seismic gathers after manual rescaling of gathers by angle bin to match
synthetic AVO trend observed Well G.
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3.9 Inversion Preparation Summary
The work preparing the seismic data for seismic inversion is arguably just as important
as the inversion itself. In the project, data quality was a major challenge. The smoothness
of the Legacy and Wide Azimuth data sets is very different from the appearance of the
Multicomponent PP data, suggesting that the inversion products from the other surveys
will likely look quite different from the results using the Multicomponent survey. For the
PP multicomponent data, the noise level is higher in the crossline direction. This means
than the inversion results will likely be less reliable in the crossline direction. The residual
moveout observed in the Multicomponent data was rather large. While trim statics were
used to attempt to correct the data with varying levels of success, the moveout could not
be perfectly corrected with this process and the trim static introduced additional error by
artificially aligning some noise into reflectors. This moveout was likely due to the high level
of variation in the migration velocity models that was not reflective of geology.
Even had the residual moveout been perfectly fixed with trim statics, the effects of these
velocity model errors are not limited to the moveout of the reflectors. These velocity models
were used for conversion of gathers from offset to angle, due to a lack of other deep velocity
information at and below the Tordillo, which likely introduced some error into the angle
gathers. For the PS data, because the reflection point is not at the midpoint, a correct
velocity is also needed to properly bin the data. The level of variation in the PS migration
velocity models likely means that some of the PS data is shifted and improperly binned.
The azimuthal distribution from the acquisition geometry should not be forgotten and to
minimize the influence of azimuthal data extrapolated by 5D regularization, the gathers were
limited to azimuths from 0-30 degrees. However, even this azimuth limiting is not entirely
straightforward as azimuthal fold-over was assumed in processing and the 0-30 degree data
also includes data from azimuths 180-210 degrees.
The AVO modeling and rescaling work helped improve the AVO relationship between
synthetic data and field data at the Well G location. However, due to lateral variations in
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the AVO across the survey, the rescaled data still does not match the modeled AVO trend
at other locations in the survey, including at the blind well. This lack of consistency in
the amplitudes across the survey makes it much less likely that absolute values for rock
properties can be inverted for with this data. This is particularly true for inverting for
density as inversion for density relies heavily on the amplitude behavior with offset which
is known to be incorrect in regions of this survey. Inversion results are also likely to look
much worse at the blind well than at the input well because the seismic has been rescaled
to match the AVO trend at the input well, but the AVO trend does not match the model at
the blind well which will lead to poorer quality inversion results there.
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CHAPTER 4
PP POST STACK SEISMIC INVERSION
Post Stack PP acoustic impedance inversions using Hampson Russell were first performed
to serve as a comparison for the more commonly used prestack inversion results. For the
Wide Azimuth survey acquired in 2017, only PP post stack data was available for this
project, so any comparisons to the seismic data from that survey must be made on the post
stack results.
4.1 Post Stack Inversion Theory
In Hampson Russell, post stack inversion aims to predict the observed seismic by finding
the impedance values that, when converted to reflectivity and convolved with the source
wavelet, match the observed traces. As with most inversions, the process does this by
minimizing an objective function which, in this case, is composed of a data misfit term and
a model constraint term. The data misfit is the difference between the observed seismic
and the synthetic seismogram generated from the current impedance model. The model
constraint weighs how far the model update deviates from the previous model. The model
is generated from well logs such as sonic and density and uses horizons to extend the well
data laterally away from the well location. This model is then lowpass filtered to create a
low frequency model which attempts to fill in the low frequency range not present in the
observed seismic. The equation for the objective function is shown below in (4.1) where
J is the objective function, d is the seismic trace, W is the wavelet, r is the reflectivity
from the current model, M is the initial impedance model, H is the integration operator
that produces impedance from reflectivity, w1 and w2 are weighting factors with w2 being
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the model weighting parameter in the Hampson Russell ”soft cut” option. w1 + w2 = 1 in
Hampson Russell, so if w2 is known, w1 can be found (Daves, 2018).
J = w1 × (d−W ∗ r) + w2 × (M −Hr) (4.1)
In the ”hard cut” option, the model constraint term with w2 is not used and if the
predicted impedance model deviates more than a set percentage from the starting model,
the predicted impedance values are clipped to the impedance value corresponding to the
maximum percent deviation set.
4.2 Post Stack Inversion Results
All of these post stack inversions utilize a low-frequency background model created from
the density, P-wave sonic and time to depth logs from Well G after well ties as documented
in Chapter 2. The model also uses Quintuco and Tordillo horizons picked on the respective
seismic volume. Well I was kept as a blind well for all of the inversions. The post stack
inversion process in Hampson Russell outputs an inverted P-impedance volume along with
a predicted synthetic seismic volume. Results from the P-impedance volume as well as the
inversion misfit are shown. Various combinations of inversion parameters were tested to
determine the best parameters for use. Higher numbers of inversion iterations (10+) were
found to allow the predicted model to deviate more from the starting model, which was
desired. To make sure that the inversion had reached the final optimal solution, all of the
inversions were run with 25 iterations. A block size that mirrored the sample rate of the
seismic (2ms) was found to work best as larger block sizes led to a smoother predicted model
that missed more thin geologic features. This 2 ms block size was used for all the inversions
in time. This also lead to smaller misfit between the recorded seismic data and inversion
synthetic as the inversion was able to better match the input data. The hard cut versus
soft cut option for inversion proved to be the most important parameter to chose. Equation
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(4.1) can be helpful when comparing hard cut to soft cut, where for the hard cut option the
w2 term is zero. However, for the soft cut inversion option, the w2 term is non-zero and the
deviation between the starting model and the predicted model is weighted.
For the PP post stack data from the multicomponent survey, an inversion result is shown
using both the original stacked data delivered by Unified and using the stacked data from the
gather conditioning workflow. For the post stack inversion of the original delivered stacks,
the result that correlated best with both wells was found by using the hard cut option for the
model weighting and applying a hard cut value of +/- 50% deviation of P-impedance from
the starting model. Using this option, should the inversion predict a higher deviation than
that cutoff value, it is clipped back to the maximum deviation set. This hard cut option
yielded an inversion that looked more geologic and had higher fit to the P-impedance at the
well locations. In trials using various values for the soft cut model weighting, the inversion
either had thin beds between the Quintuco and Tordillo with highly deviant P-impedance
values from the starting model or looked too close to the starting model, which suggests that
data quality issues may be preventing an ideal inversion result. The inverted P-impedance
volume is shown at inlines and crosslines for each of the 4 analysis points in Figure 4.1,
Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.8. This
result can also be seen in a crossplot with the P-impedance from the well logs at Wells I
and G in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. In addition, using the synthetic generated by the
inversion, the inversion misfit was calculated by subtracting the synthetic from the original
input seismic as shown in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, Figure 4.15,
Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17, and Figure 4.18. The misfit was very low in this inversion, especially
in the reservoir interval, suggesting that the P-impedance is fitting to the input seismic very
well and that variations in P-impedance results between the different post stack inversion
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results are likely due primarily to differences in input seismic.
For the inversion of the conditioned stacks, the result with best correlation to the wells
was from the soft cut option instead of the hard cut option. The hard cut option looked
overly smooth and was missing some of the expected features from the logs. The soft cut
option with a model weighting (w2) of 0.4 was used, where a value of 1 is fully the starting
model and 0 is fully the seismic. This seemed to be a good balance of mostly using the
seismic, but relying on the starting model to keep the inversion result from deviating too
much and looking too noisy. The p-impedance result is shown in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20,
Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, Figure 4.25, and Figure 4.26. This result
can also be seen in a crossplot with the P-impedance from the well logs at Wells I and G in
Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28. The inversion misfit was also calculated for this inversion and
was again very low as shown in Figure 4.29, Figure 4.30, Figure 4.31, Figure 4.32, Figure 4.33,
Figure 4.34, Figure 4.35, and Figure 4.36.
For the Wide Azimuth seismic inversion, the result with best correlation to the wells was
also from the soft cut inversion using a model weighting value 0.4. Both the conditioned
stack data and Wide Azimuth data are smoother and have less noise than the data delivered
by Unified and it seems that in this case, the soft model weighting works better for data sets
with less noise and potential multiples, while the hard cut works better if the data is noisy
and has strong reflectors that don’t match the well logs. The p-impedance result is shown in
Figure 4.37, Figure 4.38, Figure 4.39, Figure 4.40, Figure 4.41, Figure 4.42, Figure 4.43, and
Figure 4.44. This result can also be seen in a crossplot with the P-impedance from the well
logs at Wells I and G in Figure 4.45 and Figure 4.46. The inversion misfit was calculated
for this inversion and was slightly higher than the other post stack inversions, but still very
low as shown in Figure 4.48, Figure 4.47, Figure 4.50, Figure 4.49, Figure 4.52, Figure 4.51,
Figure 4.54, and Figure 4.53.
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Figure 4.1 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G Inline location.
Figure 4.2 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Well G Crossline location.
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Figure 4.3 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I Inline location.
Figure 4.4 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I Crossline location.
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Figure 4.5 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 4.6 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 4.7 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 4.8 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 4.9 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the PP Enhanced Stack after
5D Regularization delivered by Unified at the Well I location (right). Well I is the blind
well. A window from approximately 650m above the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was
used for the crossplot. The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red)
and the P-impedance from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 4.10 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the PP Enhanced Stack after
5D Regularization delivered by Unified at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to
the inversion.
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Figure 4.11 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well
to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and gain.
Figure 4.12 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to
the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and gain.
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Figure 4.13 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well
for the inversion.
Figure 4.14 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for
the inversion.
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Figure 4.15 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 3 Crossline.
Figure 4.16 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 3 Inline.
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Figure 4.17 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 4 Crossline.
Figure 4.18 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 4 Inline.
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Figure 4.19 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Well G Inline location.
Figure 4.20 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result uusing the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Well G Crossline location.
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Figure 4.21 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result uusing the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Well I Inline location.
Figure 4.22 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Well I Crossline location.
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Figure 4.23 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 4.24 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 4.25 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result uusing the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 4.26 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 4.27 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well. A window from
approximately 650m above the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was used for the crossplot.
The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance
from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 4.28 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the stacks produced from the
preconditioned gathers at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion.
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Figure 4.29 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Well G Crossline. Well
G is the input well to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and
gain.
Figure 4.30 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Well G Inline. Well G
is the input well to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and gain.
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Figure 4.31 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Well I Crossline. Well
I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 4.32 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Well I Inline. Well I is
the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 4.33 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Location 3 Crossline.
Figure 4.34 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Location 3 Inline.
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Figure 4.35 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Location 4 Crossline.
Figure 4.36 Post Stack inversion misfit(middle) between the stacks produced from the pre-
conditioned gathers (left) and inversion generated synthetic(right) at Location 4 Inline.
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Figure 4.37 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Well
G Inline location.
Figure 4.38 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Well
G Crossline location.
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Figure 4.39 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Well
I Inline location.
Figure 4.40 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Well
I Crossline location.
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Figure 4.41 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Loca-
tion 3 Inline.
Figure 4.42 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Loca-
tion 3 Crossline.
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Figure 4.43 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Loca-
tion 4 Inline.
Figure 4.44 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Loca-
tion 4 Crossline.
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Figure 4.45 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the Wide Azimuth seimic result
at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well. A window from approximately 650m above
the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was used for the crossplot. The P-impedance logs (left)
show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance from logs (blue) between the
Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 4.46 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the Wide Azimuth seismic at
the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion.
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Figure 4.47 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input enhanced Unified PP stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well
to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and gain.
Figure 4.48 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey stack
(left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to
the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale and gain.
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Figure 4.49 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind
well for the inversion.
Figure 4.50 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between iinput Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well
for the inversion.
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Figure 4.51 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 3 Crossline.
Figure 4.52 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 3 Inline.
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Figure 4.53 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 4 Crossline.
Figure 4.54 Post Stack inversion misfit (middle) between input Wide Azimuth survey PP
stack (left) and inversion generated synthetic (right) at Location 4 Inline.
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4.3 Post Stack Inversion Summary
The post stack inversions yielded some reasonable predicted results for P-impedance. It
appears that the choice between the hard and soft cut for the inversion is the most important
parameter for post stack inversion. The hard cut option worked better for noisy data in this
area, while the soft cut seemed to yield better results for data with less noise. This is
somewhat surprising as based on the equations, one would expect the soft cut inversion
to weight the model more heavily and keep noisy data sets restrained more closely to the
starting model. However, it is difficult to tell when the hard cut option is clipping the
predicted model to a lower impedance value than it would otherwise and it could be that in
the noisy data sets that the output is being heavily clipped to make the output look more
reasonable.
The misfit between the recorded seismic and the inversion predicted synthetic are ex-
tremely low, which suggests that for the post stack inversion, there are many degrees of
freedom to fit the data. This is particularly true because the same inversion block size was
used as the seismic sampling rate, so the inversion has the ability to perfectly fit layers to
match the seismic reflectors. In cases where the model weighting is low, the inversion is ef-
fectively creating a P-impedance model that recreates the input data, but might not match
the log data very well. Therefore, input data quality is crucial with particular importance
given to how well the seismic ties this simply creating a model to replicate the input seismic,
the correlation between the wells and the predicted model is highly dependant on the well
tie correlation between the well logs and input seismic.
The post stack inversion using the delivered stacks generally looks more noisy and later-
ally variant than the inversion using the stacks produced from the preconditioned gathers.
This was expected because the stacks produced from the preconditioned gathers look less
noisy due to the conditioning, but it is good to see confirmation of this. The Wide Azimuth
inversion on the other hand was somewhat surprising as the predicted model would not move
far from the starting model. There are a couple potential explanations for this involving the
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data being in depth instead of in time like the other data. One reason for the inversion not
moving far from the starting model is that while Hampson Russell can technically invert
seismic in depth, the wavelet can be a problem. Statistical wavelets extracted from the
seismic were used for all of these inversions. However, once data is depth converted, the
seismic stretched and squeezed due to the domain conversion, and so the wavelet should be
different at different depths. However, there is no way to physically use different wavelets
for different times, so one general wavelet is used that is incorrect at many depth locations.
Ideally to address this issue, the seismic would be converted back to time for the inversion
and then the inversion product could be converted back to depth, but in this case, we didn’t
have the velocity model used to domain convert the seismic so that wasn’t possible.
Another explanation for the overly smooth Wide Azimuth result is that because the
seismic was already in depth, a time to depth curve was not needed and a seismic to well tie
was not performed. While the well tops aligned with the depth seismic horizons, suggesting
that the datums are correct between the well and the seismic, this seismic didn’t have the
benefit of stretching and squeezing the well log to better match the recorded seismic data
which means that reflectors other than the Quintuco and Tordillo may not have been properly
aligned with the well logs, causing inversion misfit that would have been difficult to correct.
Ideally, in future work, an inversion would be performed on the Wide Azimuth survey
using a time volume more suitable for inversion that could be compared to the Multicom-
ponent survey data. Without that, we must assume that most of the differences between
the Wide Azimuth inversion result and the Multicomponent inversion result are due to one
survey being in time and the other in depth.
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CHAPTER 5
PP PRESTACK SEISMIC INVERSION
5.1 Prestack Inversion Theory
As with the post stack inversion, the prestack inversion process still aims to minimize
the objective function or the difference between the data (d) and the operator (G) applied
to the predicted model (m) as shown in (5.1). Because real recorded seismic data is used
for the inversion, some noise is also present that can not be inverted for, as accounted for
by parameter n. For prestack seismic inversion, d is the observed seismic gathers which are
reflection amplitudes as a function of incident angle, at one time sample. m is the change
in the P-impedance, S-impedance and density as the given time/depth sample. G is the
angle-dependant reflectivity coefficients. n is the misfit or the error between the synthetic
and observed data which we will assume is due to noise in the input data.
d = G(m) + n (5.1)
In a Hampson Russell prestack inversion, P-wave reflection angles are used to solve for P-
impedance (α), S-impedance (β), and density (ρ) in the three-term PP reflectivity equation
(Copley, 2018). Based on the angle dependency in the PP reflectivity equation (as shown in
equation (5.2)), the P-impedance solution is dependant on the near angles, while the density























































































In the PP inversion case, Hampson Russell compensates for the lack of recorded shear
wave seismic by using the Castagna mudrock equation, an empirically calibrated linear re-
lationship between P-impedance and S-impedance shown in equation (5.3).
β = a · α + b (5.3)
In equation (5.3), a represents the slope of the line fit between P-impedance and S-
impedance, while b represents the intercept. Hampson Russell computes a and b by cross-
ploting the P-impedance and S-impedance logs (Copley, 2018). As the inversion runs through
multiple iterations, least squares minimize the differences between the observed data and the
predicted data and solve for changes in model properties with respect to incident angle as







While a simple linear inverse problem can be solved in only one iteration, additional
iterations are required to fully more complex problems with a larger covariance matrix (C).













5.2 Prestack PP Inversion Results
Prestack seismic inversions were performed in Hampson Russell on the PP data where
prestack gathers were available. This included the PP data from the multicomponent survey
and the PP legacy 3D seismic data used by previous students Fernandez-Concheso M. (2015),
Convers (2017), and Johnson (2017). All of these prestack inversions utilize a low-frequency
starting model created from the density, P-wave sonic. S-wave sonic, Vp/Vs ratio and time
to depth curves from Well G after well ties. The model also uses Quintuco and Tordillo
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horizons picked on the respective seismic volume to extrapolate the log data laterally. Well
I was kept as a blind well for all of the inversions. Statistical wavelets were extracted
from each set of angle gathers with a different wavelet generated for each angle bin. The
prestack inversion process in Hampson Russell outputs inverted P-impedance, S-impedance,
and Density volumes along with an inverted synthetic seismic volume and a scaled seismic
volume. The difference between the synthetic and scaled seismic volumes is the misfit or
error of the inversion.
A variety of input parameter combinations were tested to determine the best parameters
for use in the final ”production” inversion run. There are significantly fewer parameters
to adjust in prestack inversion than with post stack inversion. For example, block size is
not adjustable in prestack inversion as reflection amplitudes are inverted for at each time
sample. The most important parameters are set by the crossplot between P-impedance
and S-impedance logs. Because PP prestack inversion doesn’t utilize recorded S-wave data,
a relationship between P-impedance and S-impedance must be empirically derived. The
automatic fit between the logs fits a trend line for the entire log, but in this case because
the Vaca Muerta is the target, it was important that the P-impedance and S-impedance
were well correlated in the Vaca Muerta, so I modified the trend line to be computed only
from the lower Quintuco to the Tordillo. For both inversions, a single scalar was computed
to scale the seismic to the model instead of the recommended angle dependant scalars or
individual scalars for each CDP. This was done to enable more control over the scaling of the
input seismic to the inversion and to insure that the seismic was not improperly rescaled.
The inverted results for P-impedance using the conditioned PP gathers from the multi-
component survey are shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5,
Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8. This result seems to image more thin layers than
the P-impedance result for the stacked data from the workflow shown in Chapter 4, which
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is to be expected with the additional data provided by prestack gathers. A smoother re-
sult is seen in the inline direction than in the crossline direction which we also see in the
original delivered stacks for this survey, showing the importance of input seismic quality.
The S-impedance results at the four analyzed locations are shown in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10,
Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. For this
survey, far enough offsets were recorded to have data out to 50 degrees angle of incidence.
Therefore, density is theoretically recoverable due to the presence of angles past 40 degrees.
However, the data quality hindered efforts to invert for density and while a density result
was recovered, it seems unlikely to be highly representative of the subsurface based on the
poor match with the density logs at the wells. The inverted density result is shown in Fig-
ure 5.17, Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23 and
Figure 5.24. The misfit of the seismic inversion was also calculated from the output syn-
thetic and scaled seismic. This result is shown for gathers at the four analysis locations in
Figure 5.25, Figure 5.26, Figure 5.27, and Figure 5.28. The predicted data shows smoothly
varying amplitude versus incident angle (AVA), while the input data does not, leading to a
misfit that varies significantly with incident angle.
Crossplots were also created to compare the inversion results to the logs at the Well G and
I locations. The well logs were frequency filtered using a low pass filter with a cutoff of 60 Hz
to be able to compare the results over the same frequency range. The P-impedance crossplots
are shown in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30, the S-impedance crossplots in Figure 5.31 and
Figure 5.32, and the density crossplots in Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34. These crossplots show
that the S-impedance has an excellent correlation between the predicted result and the well
log and the P-impedance result also has a very good correlation. However, the density result
has a very more fit which suggests that this result is not reasonable. This may be due to
the inconsistent AVO trends in the prestack gathers that would make it difficult to correlate
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amplitude changes with incident angle.
The prestack inversion using the Legacy 3D gathers was run as similarly as possible to
the multicomponent seismic prestack inversion so that a good comparison could be made.
All of the settings were the same between the inversions and the low frequency model was
generated using the same logs and frequency cutoff. The full processing sequence for this
dataset is unknown as the data was originally acquired and processed by a different operator,
but the data is visually much smoother with numerous very laterally consistent horizons that
are not imaged well in the other surveys. The angle gathers created by Convers (2017) and
used in his inversions were used in this inversion. The P-impedance result is shown in
Figure 5.35, Figure 5.36, Figure 5.37, Figure 5.38, Figure 5.39, Figure 5.40, Figure 5.41 and
Figure 5.42. This result images more thin changes in P-impedance than the other inversion
results, especially in the Quintuco. The S-impedance result shows similar differences as
shown in Figure 5.45, Figure 5.46, Figure 5.47, Figure 5.48, Figure 5.49, Figure 5.50, and
Figure 5.51, Figure 5.52. The misfit of the inversion was also generated and is shown in
Figure 5.55, Figure 5.56, Figure 5.57, and Figure 5.58.
Crossplots were also created to compare the Legacy 3D inversion results to the logs at the
Well G and I locations. As with the other inversion crossplots, the well logs were frequency
filtered using a low pass filter with a cutoff of 60 Hz to be able to compare the results over the
same frequency range. The P-impedance crossplots are shown in Figure 5.43 and Figure 5.44,
the S-impedance crossplots in Figure 5.53 and Figure 5.54. For this Legacy survey, the input
data looks significantly higher frequency than the PP data from the Multicomponent survey.
This is reflected in the inversion results where there are more thin beds visible and in the
predicted impedance logs versus well impedance logs where the Legacy survey result has
much higher frequency changes.
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Figure 5.1 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.2 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
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Figure 5.3 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 5.4 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.5 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 5.6 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 5.7 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 5.8 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 5.9 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers
at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.10 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
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Figure 5.11 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 5.12 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.13 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 5.14 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 5.15 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 5.16 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 5.17 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.18 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
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Figure 5.19 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 5.20 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.21 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Location 3 Inline.
Figure 5.22 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 5.23 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Location 4 Inline.
Figure 5.24 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 5.25 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and in-
version generated synthetic(right) using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at Well G
location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the
same scale and gain.
Figure 5.26 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and inver-
sion generated synthetic(right) using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at Well I location.
Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.27 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and in-
version generated synthetic(right) using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at Location
3.
Figure 5.28 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and in-
version generated synthetic(right) using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at Location
4.
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Figure 5.29 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model. A window
from approximately 650m above the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was used for the
crossplot. The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-
impedance from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 5.30 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 5.31 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.32 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 5.33 Crossplot of density log at Well G versus the density from the Prestack inversion
using the manually scaled, conditioned gathers at the Well G location. Well G is the input
well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.34 Crossplot of density log at Well I versus the density from the Prestack inversion
using the manually scaled, conditioned gathers at the Well I location. Well I is the blind
well.
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Figure 5.35 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well G Inline.
Figure 5.36 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well G Crossline.
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Figure 5.37 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Inline.
Figure 5.38 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 5.39 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 5.40 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 5.41 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 5.42 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 4 Inline.
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Figure 5.43 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model. A window from
approximately 650m above the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was used for the crossplot.
The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance
from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 5.44 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 5.45 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.46 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
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Figure 5.47 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 5.48 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.49 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 5.50 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 5.51 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 5.52 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 5.53 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well G
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 5.54 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the S impedance from the prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 5.55 Prestack inversion misfit (middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and inver-
sion generated synthetic(right) using gathers from the legacy 3D survey at Well G location.
Well G is the input well to the inversion model. All panels are displayed at the same scale
and gain.
Figure 5.56 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and inver-
sion generated synthetic(right) using gathers from the legacy 3D survey at Well I location.
Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 5.57 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and inver-
sion generated synthetic(right) using gathers from the legacy 3D survey at Location 3.
Figure 5.58 Prestack inversion misfit(middle) between scaled input gathers(left) and inver-
sion generated synthetic(right) using gathers from the legacy 3D survey at Location 4.
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5.3 PP Prestack Inversion Summary
The PP prestack inversion for the Multicomponent provided excellent results for S-
impedance and a good P-impedance result. The high degree of fit between the predicted
S-impedance and the logs was rather surprising because S-impedance results are generally
best when PS data is also used. This may be explained by the strong linear relationship be-
tween log P-impedance and log S-impedance in the Vaca Muerta that is used to help predict
S-impedance in the absence of recorded S-wave data. The predicted density result is rather
poor with a low correlation with the log data. This may be due to the variation in amplitudes
across the survey which makes matching an AVA trend difficult. The relationship between
density and P-impedance logs is also less linear within the Vaca Muerta which makes the
density prediction challenging.
The Legacy survey predicted results are similar to the input data as they are higher
frequency and more laterally consistent than for the Multicomponent survey. More thin
beds are also predicted, but these thin beds are not necessarily seen in the well logs, which
leads to a lower correlation. Overall, the Multicomponent survey appears to provide better
inversion results than was possible with the Legacy survey. This may be due to modern
survey acquisition, wider azimuthal coverage and longer offsets.
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CHAPTER 6
PS PRESTACK SEISMIC INVERSION
While Hampson Russell technically doesn’t have the ability to invert only PS data, we
approximated a PS inversion by using the joint inversion function and setting the contribu-
tion from PS data to be one million times the contribution from PP data, so functionally
the PS data is the only important contribution. While all of the other parameters were held
the same as for the PP inversion, this inversion used the Hampson Russell generated angle
dependant scalars to scale both seismic volumes to match the predicted AVO trend during
the inversion process. This was done because the AVO trend observed at the well locations
didn’t match the AVO trend modeled from synthetics and the built in Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling appeared to better scale the PP and PS seismic volumes
relative to each other than I was able to achieve with manual scaling. Other than this, the
same parameters were used as in the PP inversion including the same low frequency with
a top cut at 10 Hz. The inversion was also performed in PP time, using mapped horizons
to perform PP to PS registration and create an implicit conversion from PS to PP time.
While the frequency content of PS data is generally lower than PP data, the goal was to
see the differences in inverted PP versus PS data and changing the frequency content of the
model would have made it more challenging to separate frequency content differences from
actual data differences. In addition, for joint inversion, only one low frequency mode can be
used and it is typically designed to the frequency content from the PP data to improve the
P-impedance result.
The P-impedance results for the PS inversion are shown in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2, Fig-
ure 6.3, Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7, and Figure 6.8. The P-impedance
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result is quite different from the PP only inversion which shows that the PS data is being used
almost exclusively. From the equations in Chapter 7, we can see that PS reflectivity doesn’t
directly involve P-impedance, however, in this case, it appears that the inversion is using the
relation between P-impedance and S-impedance in the logs to generate a P-impedance pre-
dicted model from the inverted S-impedance. This can be confirmed visually by Figure 6.9
and Figure 6.10 where we can see that the P-impedance and the S-impedance show pre-
dominately the same features and look derivative of each other. Compared the PP inversion
P-impedance seen in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6,
Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8, the P-impedance result appears to be much lower frequency as
expected, but also unexpectedly has much more lateral variation, possibly due to noise in
the PS data. The crossplots confirms that for the P-impedance, the correlation with the
well data is lower for the PS inversion results shown in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 than for
the comparable crossplots for the PP inversion shown in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30. How-
ever, given that P-impedance is typically derived from near offset PP data, it is not highly
surprising that the PS derived P-impedance is not as good as the PP derived P-impedance.
The S-impedance should be where the PS data shows significant improvement over the
PP data as an upgoing S-wave is actually recorded in PS data. However, as seen in the PS
inversion S-Impedance results shown in Figure 6.13, Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16,
Figure 6.17, Figure 6.18, Figure 6.19, and Figure 6.20, the predicted result is much more
laterally variant as seen in the P-impedance result, but the expected improvement in the S-
Impedance is minimal and difficult to separate from the noise. The PP inversion predicted S-
impedance seen in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14,
Figure 5.15, and Figure 5.16 are smoother and seem that match comparably at the well
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locations. The S-impedance crossplots for the PS inversion result confirm this observation
as the PS inversion result seen in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 seems to correlate to the
S-impedance log similarly to the PP inversion result seen in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32.
Density is the most challenging of the properties to invert for in seismic inversion as
seismic data is a function of both rock velocity and density, making it difficult to separate
out the changes in density from the changes in velocity. The density results from the PS
inversion are shown in Figure 6.23, Figure 6.24, Figure 6.25, Figure 6.26, Figure 6.27, Fig-
ure 6.28, Figure 6.29, and Figure 6.30. Compared to the PP inversion density result seen
in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23,
and Figure 5.24, the PS predicted density has more laterally variant features that deviate
from the well logs. The crossplots for the PS inversion shown in Figure 6.31 and Figure 6.32
confirm this when compared to the PP inversion density crossplots shown in Figure 5.33 and
Figure 5.34, as the log correlation is much higher for the PP density result. However, this
is somewhat expected, as high quality results for both P-impedance and S-impedance are
necessary to invert for density and the P-impedance result was less than ideal for the PS
inversion.
The misfit of the seismic inversion was also calculated from the output synthetic and
scaled seismic for PS. The misfit for the PS gathers is shown in Figure 6.33, Figure 6.34,
Figure 6.35, and Figure 6.36. The misfit is informative in this case because it shows that the
misfit is the highest within the Vaca Muerta at approximately 4700 ms for the two nearest
angle bins. This is also problematic in that the inversion is having the most issues fitting
the PS seismic to a model at the reservoir which suggests that the inversion may struggle to
effectively use the PS data to predict reservoir rock properties.
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Figure 6.1 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion
model.
Figure 6.2 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the
inversion model.
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Figure 6.3 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 6.4 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 6.5 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 6.6 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 6.7 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 6.8 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 6.9 PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline.
Figure 6.10 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline.
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Figure 6.11 Crossplot of P-impedance log at Well G versus the P-impedance from the PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 6.12 Crossplot of P-impedance log at Well I versus the P-impedance from the PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 6.13 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion
model.
Figure 6.14 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the
inversion model.
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Figure 6.15 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 6.16 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 6.17 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 6.18 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 6.19 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 6.20 PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 6.21 Crossplot of S-impedance log at Well G versus the S-impedance from the PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling
at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model. A window from
approximately 650m above the top Quintuco to the top Tordillo was used for the crossplot.
The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance
from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 6.22 Crossplot of S-impedance log at Well I versus the S-impedance from the PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 6.23 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 6.24 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to the inversion
model.
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Figure 6.25 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
Figure 6.26 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the inversion.
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Figure 6.27 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 6.28 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 6.29 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 6.30 PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 6.31 Crossplot of density log at Well G versus the density from the PS prestack
inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at the Well
G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 6.32 Crossplot of density log at Well I versus the density from the PS prestack
inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at the Well
I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 6.33 PS Prestack inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle depen-
dant inversion scaling at Well G. Well G is the input well to the inversion model. Input PS
seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and synthetic
is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All
panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 6.34 PS Prestack inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle depen-
dant inversion scaling at Well I. Well I is the blind well to the inversion model. Input PS
seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and synthetic
is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All
panels are at the same gain and scale.
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Figure 6.35 PS Prestack inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle depen-
dant inversion scaling at Location 3. Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 6.36 PS Prestack inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle depen-
dant inversion scaling at Location 4. Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
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6.1 PS Inversion Summary
The PS inversion showed that the PS data can be used for inversion, but that the result,
like the input is quite noisy. Crucially, the PS inversion doesn’t appear to better resolve any
features or layers significantly better than seen in the PP inversion. This suggests that this
PS data on it’s own does not provide a large amount of value. Noise in the data seems to
be the biggest problem in the inversion, so it seems that the value may be limited, in part,
because of the residual moveout present in the original gathers. The trim statics operation
used helped correct some of the RMO, but also lined up some noise events and therefore
reduced the signal to noise ratio. The inversion results also look much lower frequency than
what was seen in the PP inversion which may help the inversion fit on large, thick features,
but likely decreases the fit on thin beds.
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CHAPTER 7
JOINT PP-PS PRESTACK SEISMIC INVERSION
A very similar joint PP-PS inversion to the Prestack PP inversion for the multicomponent
survey was run in Hampson Russell using the same low frequency model and parameters,
but adding PS seismic, to determine the changes that the addition of PS data made to the
predicted results.
7.1 Joint PP-PS Inversion Theory
The theory and methodology behind the Hampson Russell joint PP-PS inversion is much
the same as the PP inversion theory detailed in Chapter 5. The main change is that with
the addition of PS data, the PS reflectivity equation shown below is now used in addition






















































































The joint PP-PS inversion problem can be represented by equation (7.4) which the model
update balances minimizing the PP objective function with minimizing the PS objective
function. A represents the weighting constant for the PP data, while B represents the
weighting constant for PS data. In Hampson Russell, the weighing of PP versus PS data is




















By combining the PP and PS reflectivity equations, we can represent the Joint PP-PS
inversion by equation (7.5). With the addition of PS data, the inversion becomes more
complex, but better defined as we now have more terms to be able to more accurately for
S-impedance and density. Therefore, assuming that the PS data is high quality and has






























































































7.2 Joint PP-PS Inversion Results
While all of the other parameters were held the same, this joint inversion used the Hamp-
son Russell generated angle dependant scalars to scale both seismic volumes to match the
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predicted AVO trend during the inversion process. This was done due so that the PP and
PS volumes could be properly scaled to each other going into the joint inversion. Statistical
wavelets were extracted from both PP and PS gathers with different wavelets generated for
each angle bin.
Hampson Russell also allows the contribution ratio from PP and PS data to be changed
in the inversion process. Several iterations were run to determine the best ratio and when the
contribution from PS data with equal to that from PP data (ratio=1) or higher (ratio>1),
the increased noise in the PS data made the predicted result unacceptably noisy and laterally
variant. However, when the PS data was weighted less than half of the PP data (ratio<0.5),
the result looked very close to the PP only inversion and didn’t significantly utilize the PS
data. Therefore, a PS/PP contribution ratio was used of 0.8 for the final result to balance
the signal from the PS with the increased noise.
The P-impedance results for this inversion are shown in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, Figure 7.3,
Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, Figure 7.7, and Figure 7.8. These results are quite similar
to the P-impedance results from the PP inversion shown in Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3,
Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8 as would be expected since
P-impedance is mainly derived from near offset PP data. This can be confirmed by looking
at the P-impedance crossplots for the joint inversion as shown in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10
and then comparing these results to the PP only inversion crossplots shown in Figure 5.29
and Figure 5.30.
The S-impedance results for the joint PP-PS inversion are shown in Figure 7.11, Fig-
ure 7.12, Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15, Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, and Figure 7.18.
The S-impedance is where the PS data should start to influence the results relative to the PP
only inversion as PS data should theoretically provide higher quality shear wave information.
The results do look different than the results of the PP only survey shown in Figure 5.9,
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Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16.
The joint inversion S-impedance volume has more lateral variability consistent with more
noise being present in the PS data. At the blind well location shown in Figure 7.13 and
Figure 7.14 the correlation is also better within the Quintuco which is seen in the cross
sections at approximately 3000 ms, where the thin lower impedance layer is imaged by the
PP inversion, but not by the joint inversion. However within the Vaca Muerta, or from ap-
proximately 3250 ms to the top Tordillo, the joint inversion result seems to have some minor
improvements and better predict the thin beds and subsections within the Vaca Muerta.
The crossplots shown in Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20 confirm this as when compared to the
PP inversion crossplots in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32. The correlation between the logs and
predicted result within the Quintuco appears higher for the PP inversion than for the joint
inversion, but the correlation in the Vaca Muerta seems slightly higher in the joint inversion
than in the PP inversion.
The density result is where we expect to see the most influence from the addition of
PS data, as the addition of a second dataset adds an extra known variable making the
inversion for density better defined. Incidence angles out to 50 degrees are present for the
PP data and PS incident angles out to 70 degrees (comparable to 50 degrees in PP reflection
geometry) so density should theoretically be attainable. However, density proved challenging
to invert for, possibly due to issues with the survey acquisition and processing. The density
inversion results are shown in Figure 7.21, Figure 7.22, Figure 7.23, Figure 7.24, Figure 7.25,
Figure 7.26, Figure 7.27, and Figure 7.28 and can be compared to the prestack PP results in
Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, Figure 5.22, Figure 5.23, and
Figure 5.24. Neither of the density results has a high enough correlation to the measured
well log as shown in the joint inversion density crossplots in Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.30
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and in the PP inversion crossplots in Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34. However, small changes
can be seen between the PP inversion density result and the joint inversion density result.
In general, the density result has more lateral variability that is likely noise rather than
actual density changes in rock, and the correlation at the wells is slightly lower for the joint
inversion than in the PP inversion. Therefore, it appears that the PS data adds little value
in this case and is mostly introducing noise. This is likely due to the input PS data quality.
As discussed in Chapter 3, as much as possible was done to attempt to correct the PS data,
but there were severe limitations.
The misfit of the seismic inversion was also calculated from the output synthetic and
scaled seismic for both PP and PS. The misfit is shown for PP gathers in Figure 7.31,
Figure 7.32, Figure 7.33, and Figure 7.34. The PS misfit is shown in Figure 7.35, Figure 7.36,
Figure 7.37, and Figure 7.38. This misfit is important to view as it helps explain why the
inversion results do not show the improvements expected with the addition of PS data. The
PP misfit is higher than seen in the PP prestack inversion and the PP misfit is also relatively
high. This suggests that the inversion is struggling to fit both input data sets and therefore
that the data sets likely have enough differences that it is difficult to fit both data sets at the
time, minimizing the value added by combining the data sets together in a joint inversion.
A comparison of predicted P-impedance, S-impedance, and density at the Well G location
is shown in Figure 7.39, Figure 7.40, Figure 7.41, Figure 7.42, Figure 7.43, and Figure 7.44.
Comparing the different predicted results at the same location allows one to see how related
the different volumes are from one another. What we can see in this case is that many of the
same trends exist in all three different predicted volumes, suggesting a strong dependence
between all three results.
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Figure 7.1 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the
inversion model.
Figure 7.2 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to
the inversion model.
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Figure 7.3 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
Figure 7.4 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
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Figure 7.5 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 7.6 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 7.7 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 7.8 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 7.9 Crossplot of P-impedance log at Well G versus the P-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 7.10 Crossplot of P-impedance log at Well I versus the P-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 7.11 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the
inversion model.
Figure 7.12 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to
the inversion model.
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Figure 7.13 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
Figure 7.14 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
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Figure 7.15 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 7.16 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 7.17 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 7.18 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 7.19 Crossplot of S-impedance log at Well G versus the S-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 7.20 Crossplot of S-impedance log at Well I versus the S-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 7.21 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline. Well G is the input well to the
inversion model.
Figure 7.22 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline. Well G is the input well to
the inversion model.
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Figure 7.23 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Inline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
Figure 7.24 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline. Well I is the blind well for the
inversion.
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Figure 7.25 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Inline.
Figure 7.26 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 3 Crossline.
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Figure 7.27 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Inline.
Figure 7.28 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Location 4 Crossline.
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Figure 7.29 Crossplot of density log at Well G versus the density from the Joint PP-PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well G location. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Figure 7.30 Crossplot of density log at Well I versus the density from the Joint PP-PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
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Figure 7.31 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Input PP seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and
synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PP synthetic is shown on the
right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 7.32 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I. Well I is the blind well to the inversion model.
Input PP seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and
synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PP synthetic is shown on the
right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
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Figure 7.33 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 3. Input PP seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PP synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 7.34 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 4. Input PP seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PP synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
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Figure 7.35 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G. Well G is the input well to the inversion model.
Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and
synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PS synthetic is shown on the
right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 7.36 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell
angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I. Well I is the blind well to the inversion model.
Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or difference between the input seismic and
synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion generated PS synthetic is shown on the
right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
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Figure 7.37 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 3. Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
Figure 7.38 PP-PS Prestack joint inversion misfit using gathers after Hampson Russell angle
dependant inversion scaling at Location 4. Input PS seismic is shown on the left, the misfit or
difference between the input seismic and synthetic is shown in the middle, and the inversion
generated PS synthetic is shown on the right. All panels are at the same gain and scale.
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Figure 7.39 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline.
Figure 7.40 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline.
Figure 7.41 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Inline.
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Figure 7.42 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline.
Figure 7.43 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline.
Figure 7.44 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well G Crossline.
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7.3 Joint PP-PS Inversion Summary
In this case, the PS data was not able to substantially improve the inversion result. The
PS data was extremely noisy and did not register with the PP data well. This meant that
the more influence from PS data was introduced into the inversion, the noisier the result
got, without achieving improved S-impedance and density results. The inversion misfit with
both the PP and PS gathers is also informative as the inversion clearly had trouble matching
both the PP and PS data to minimize the misfits. The final joint inversion result looked
much like the PP inversion, but with a slightly lower correlation with the well logs due to the
additional noise. This is unfortunate as the PS data was acquired in the hope that improved
prediction of rock properties would be possible. However, issues in survey acquisition and




This project utilized many different seismic volumes for inversion including data from
three different survey acquisitions, processed by different vendors, and ended up with three
very different final PP stack results as seen in the differences between the same location
at Well I seen in each survey in Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3, and Figure 8.4. These
differences in the seismic volumes are quite important and of course led to differences in the
seismic inversion results. Visually, the Wide Azimuth and Legacy seismic survey products
looks the most similar, while the multicomponent survey products appear to have lower
frequency content and more lateral variability. This is possibly due to a combination of
differences in the processing sequence applied and the other two surveys being much larger
and therefore having higher fold and fewer edge effects in the area the multicomponent
survey covers. The influence of the different seismic surveys on inversion results can be
seen for the P-impedance in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6 and in the P-impedance crossplots in
Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8. The predicted P-impedance result is smoother and has slightly
higher correlation with the P-impedance log for the Wide Azimuth data than for the PP
multicomponent stacks. This makes sense because the input seismic appears smoother and
higher resolution. The Wide Azimuth survey is also in depth and so should be more closely
calibrated with the depth domain well logs and better able to match layers at all depths,
improving correlation.
Another goal of the project was to see the differences between post stack and prestack
inversion results using the multicomponent survey PP volumes. For PP post stack inversion,
only P-impedance is recoverable. Since there are no far offsets to recover S-impedance or
Density from, a primary advantage of a prestack inversion is the ability to recover the S-
impedance and density in addition to P-impedance. However, the P-impedance volume
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predicted by the post stack inversion using my stacks after gather conditioning looks very
similar to the prestack inversion result as seen in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10. While there
appears to be a little bit more lateral noise in the post stack result, the crossplots for P-
impedance show that the results correlate to the P-impedance log very similarly at the Well
I location as seen in Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12. This shows that in this case, a comparable
P-impedance result can be predicted with stacked data as with prestack data. This may be
the case of other seismic surveys as well, but it is important to note that due to the 600
m migration offset planes and the 5D regularization used in processing, the prestack data
has less information preserved and is closer to post stack data than will be the case in most
other surveys. We postulate that the lose of azimuth in the acquisition of the long offsets,
in general, and particularly exacerbated because of the acquisition ”dropouts”, gave the 5D
regularization a rather impossible task.
Past students have used the legacy seismic survey for all of the their work because it
was the only survey available at that time. To better understand the differences between
the legacy seismic data and the new multicomponent PP data, the legacy data was inverted
using the same parameters and low frequency model. This is important to understand the
differences between past students inversion results and the results from the new survey. The
legacy survey data is very smooth and laterally consistent and almost looks like synthetic
data. The processing history for that survey is unknown, but it seems that some processing
enhancement steps have likely been applied that were not applied in the multicomponent
survey. The inversion results are similar to the input seismic and have more thin layers
that are very smooth and laterally consistent. This can be seen for the P-impedance in
Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14 and for the S-impedance in Figure 8.15 and Figure 8.16. While
the predicted result may be smoother and appear to image more thin layers, the correlation
with the impedance logs is not as good as can be seen in the P-impedance crossplots in
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Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.18 in the S-impedance crossplots in Figure 8.19 and Figure 8.20.
This suggests that the inversion is fitting the small reflectors in the legacy survey but that
they aren’t necessarily consistent with actual geologic layers logged. The lower correlation
in this survey also shows that the two surveys acquired since have delivered improved PP
data is better for inversion and that the survey acquisition was likely worthwhile and can
improve the understanding of reservoir properties.
The most important goal of this project was to compare the results from PP data to the
results using both PP and PS to see the value added by multicomponent acquisition. Very
little difference can be seen between the P-impedance results from the PP inversion and the
PP-PS joint inversion as seen in Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.22, and Figure 8.27 and Figure 8.28.
This is to be expected, as P-impedance is derived from near offsets and should mainly use
the PP data, which is better for inverting for P-impedance. The S-impedance results shown
in Figure 8.23 and Figure 8.24, and Figure 8.29 and Figure 8.30 are where the differences can
start being seen. The PP result is smoother and has less lateral variability which is possibly
due to the increased influence of noise in the PS data. The correlation is also better within
the Quintuco which can be seen in the crossplots and in the cross sections at approximately
3000 ms, where the thin lower impedance layer is imaged by the PP inversion, but not by
the joint inversion. However within the Vaca Muerta, or from approximately 3250 ms to the
top Tordillo, the joint inversion result seems to have some minor improvements and better
predict the thin beds and subsections within the Vaca Muerta.
The density results look the most different as shown in Figure 8.25 and Figure 8.26, and
Figure 8.31 and Figure 8.32. While incident angles were present out to approximately 50
degrees and therefore density should have been theoretically recoverable, the density results
from both inversions were not ideal. This was possibly due to the few offset bins input to the
angle gathers which effectively averaged out the far angle bin needed to recover the density.
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The effects of an unusual acquisition geometry such as this one on density inversion has
also not been fully studied and it is possible that the poor azimuthal distribution of the far
offsets and angles negatively affected the final density result. The density result for the joint
inversion is more laterally variant than the PP result, again, possibly due to noise in the PS
data, but in general, the result appears to be slightly better correlated with the log at the
blind well. This suggests that the acquisition of PS data may be able to improve inversion
for reservoir rock properties, but in this case, the results are limited by poorer quality PS
data.
These inversion predicted properties can also be compared quantitatively to the logs at
the well locations. Table 8.1 shows the cross correlation value for the post stack inversions at
the input well location (Well G). The original, Multicomponent PP data shows the highest
correlation for P-impedance at the input well location. At the blind well (Well I) however,
the original Multicomponent stacks and the Multicomponent stacks from conditioned gathers
have almost the same correlation as seen in Table 8.2. For the prestack inversions, the cross
correlation at the input well (Well G) is very similar for the Multicomponent PP prestack
inversion and for the Multicomponent joint PP-PS inversion as shown in Table 8.3. The
Legacy inversion shows lower cross correlation values across the board. At the blind well
(Well I), the Multicomponent PP prestack inversion has the highest cross correlation values,
with the Legacy and Multicomponent joint PP-PS both showing slightly lower value in
Table 8.4. This confirms that the Multicomponent prestack PP inversion is the best result
overall and that the addition of PS data does not improve the correlation values. However,
it’s important to note that much of the inversions results are explained by the inversion misfit
and that these cross correlation values don’t consider the misfit. Misfit was much lower for
the post stack and legacy inversion results, suggesting that the inversion is matching the
seismic data much better than is possible in the prestack multicomponent survey inversions.
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Figure 8.1 PP stack in depth from Wide Azimuth survey at Well I Crossline location.
Figure 8.2 PP Enhanced Stack after 5D Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I
Crossline location.
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Figure 8.3 PP stack created from gathers using angle range 5-50 as used in inversion workflow
at Well I Inline location.
Figure 8.4 PP stack from Legacy survey at Well I Crossline location.
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Figure 8.5 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using PP Enhanced Stack after 5D
Regularization delivered by Unified at Well I Crossline location.
Figure 8.6 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using Wide Azimuth seismic at Well I
Crossline location.
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Figure 8.7 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the PP Enhanced Stack after
5D Regularization delivered by Unified at the Well I location (right). The P-impedance logs
(left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance from logs (blue) between
the Quintuco and Tordillo.
Figure 8.8 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I versus
the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using the Wide Azimuth seimic result at the
Well I location. The P-impedance logs (left) show the predicted P-impedance (red) and the
P-impedance from logs (blue) between the Quintuco and Tordillo.
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Figure 8.9 Post Stack P-Impedance Inversion result using my stacks from the gather condi-
tioning work flow result at Well I Crossline location.
Figure 8.10 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.11 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Post Stack Inversion using my stacks from the gather
conditioning work flow result at the Well I location. The P-impedance logs (left) show the
predicted P-impedance (red) and the P-impedance from logs (blue) between the Quintuco
and Tordillo.
Figure 8.12 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location.
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Figure 8.13 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline.
Figure 8.14 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.15 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline.
Figure 8.16 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.17 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location.
Figure 8.18 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well I location.
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Figure 8.19 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location. Well I is the blind well.
Figure 8.20 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the gathers from the legacy 3D
survey at the Well I location.
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Figure 8.21 Prestack P-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline.
Figure 8.22 Joint PP-PS Prestack P-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.23 Prestack S-Impedance Inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gath-
ers at Well I Crossline.
Figure 8.24 Joint PP-PS Prestack S-Impedance inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.25 Prestack density inversion result using manually scaled, conditioned gathers at
Well I Crossline.
Figure 8.26 Joint PP-PS Prestack density inversion result using gathers after Hampson
Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at Well I Crossline.
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Figure 8.27 Crossplot of P Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the P impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location.
Figure 8.28 Crossplot of P-impedance log at Well I versus the P-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well I location.
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Figure 8.29 Crossplot of S Impedance calculated using sonic and density logs at Well I
versus the S impedance from the Prestack inversion using the manually scaled, conditioned
gathers at the Well I location.
Figure 8.30 Crossplot of S-impedance log at Well I versus the S-impedance from the Joint
PP-PS prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion
scaling at the Well I location.
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Figure 8.31 Crossplot of density log at Well I versus the density from the Prestack inversion
using the manually scaled, conditioned gathers at the Well I location.
Figure 8.32 Crossplot of density log at Well I versus the density from the Joint PP-PS
prestack inversion using gathers after Hampson Russell angle dependant inversion scaling at
the Well I location.
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Table 8.1 Table comparing cross correlation values for post stack inversion results at Well
G (input well to inversion).
Well G
Data Used Original MC PP Stacks MC PP Conditioned Stacks Wide Azimuth
Inversion Type Post Stack Post Stack Post Stack
P-impedance 0.962 0.947 0.959
S-impedance NA NA NA
Density NA NA NA
Table 8.2 Table comparing cross correlation values for post stack inversion results at Well
I (blind well).
Well I
Data Used Original MC PP Stacks MC PP Conditioned Stacks Wide Azimuth
Inversion Type Post Stack Post Stack Post Stack
P-impedance 0.935 0.934 0.921
S-impedance NA NA NA
Density NA NA NA
Table 8.3 Table comparing cross correlation values for prestack inversion results at Well G
(input well to inversion).
Well G
Data Used MC PP Gathers Legacy Survey MC PS Gathers MC Gathers
Inversion Type Prestack Prestack Prestack PP-PS Joint
P-impedance 0.966 0.945 0.961 0.969
S-impedance 0.963 0.939 0.962 0.965
Density 0.966 NA 0.917 0.965
Table 8.4 Table comparing cross correlation values for prestack inversion results at Well I
(blind well).
Well I
Data Used MC PP Gathers Legacy Survey MC PS Gathers MC Gathers
Inversion Type Prestack Prestack Prestack PP-PS Joint
P-impedance 0.938 0.928 0.904 0.928
S-impedance 0.961 0.943 0.931 0.953




The inversion work performed showed that, in this case, the P-impedance predicted from
post stack seismic inversion was nearly as good a result as the P-impedance from prestack
inversion. This suggests that in some cases, post stack seismic inversion may be all that is
needed to recover a good quality P-impedance result. Comparison between inversion results
from the Legacy survey and the Multicomponent survey showed a notable improvement in
inversion results by using the Multicomponent survey data. This seems to show that even
with the challenges of the Multicomponent survey, modern acquisition and processing has
improved the final seismic products in some ways. Joint PP-PS seismic inversion did not
show noticeable improvement over prestack seismic inversion only using PP data in this case.
This finding was unexpected and refuted the initial hypothesis that the addition of PS data
would improve inversion results. Issues with the PS data quality and registration between
the PP and PS datasets best explain why the PS data did not improve the inversion results
as expected.
The Multicomponent survey was significantly hindered by acquisition and processing
challenges that limited the applicability of findings from this survey to other multicomponent
surveys. However, there are several main findings that can be applied to other 3C seismic
surveys. First, the importance of wide azimuth distributions for all offsets, and especially
the far offsets should not be discounted. Effects such as VVAz can not be properly imaged
without wide azimuths for far offsets. Due to the cost of multicomponent acquisition, small
receiver grids are often used, but it is important that the grid is at least centered within
the source grid. Good seismic QC in the field is also crucially important. Multicomponent
seismic data processing presents an additional challenge relative to traditional P-wave seismic
processing. The datasets for PP and PS should be processed in tandem and run through
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the same processing flow with the same parameters. More frequent QC is needed than with
traditional processing to insure high quality final products. Migration bin size must be
carefully chosen if inversion work is to be attempted. The migration offset planes of 600m
were much too large in this case, and effectively averaged the incident angles needed for
inversion, leading to a less an ideal final result. The added value of multicomponent seismic
could not be effectively determined from this dataset due to challenges with the acquisition
and processing. New multicomponent survey acquisition would be ideal to mitigate these
issues, but should that not be possible, reprocessing of this dataset, starting from before
migration, may improve the final products if smaller migration bins were used along with a
more accurate well-based velocity model.
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